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I.

INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE
I am currently a managing director of Berkeley Research Group, LLC (“BRG”), a

certified public accountant, certified fraud examiner, and certified insolvency and restructuring
advisor with over 25 years of experience providing investigative and forensic accounting services
in local, regional, national, and international matters. I am also certified in financial forensics by
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (“AICPA”).
I have been engaged by the Receiver to investigate the RRC historical business operations,
practices, financial transactions, and investor-related activity and provide opinions and
conclusions as to the existence of Ponzi scheme characteristics and the extent RRC operated as a
Ponzi scheme. My work and analyses have been performed in connection with various litigation
matters being pursued by the Receiver, including the matter captioned above.
BRG was initially engaged by the Attorney General of the State of Utah (“AG”) to
conduct an independent analysis of the cash transactions, operating activities, and information
obtained to date pursuant to a collaborative investigation conducted by the AG, State of Utah
Division of Securities (“UDOS”), and United States Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(“CFTC”) concerning an alleged investment scheme perpetrated by Rust Rare Coin, Inc.
(“RRC”) and its related principals (the “BRG AG Engagement”).1
On November 13, 2018, the CFTC and AG filed a formal complaint against Gaylen Dean
Rust (“G.Rust”), Denise Gunderson Rust (“D.Rust”),2 Joshua Daniel Rust (“J.Rust”),3 Aleesha

1

BRG has not performed an audit of any financial statements or financial information following Generally Accepted
Auditing Standards (“GAAS”) to determine whether any financial statements were prepared in accordance with
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (“GAAP”), nor have we performed a review or compilation of any
financial statements based on the standards promulgated by the AICPA.
2
D.Rust is the spouse of G.Rust.
3
J.Rust is the son of G.Rust and D.Rust.

3
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Rust Franklin (“A.Franklin”),4 RRC, R Legacy Entertainment, LLC (“RLE”), R Legacy
Investments (“RLI’), and R Legacy Racing (“RLR”) in the United States District Court for the
District of Utah (the “Court”) alleging, among other things, defendants engaged in a massive
scheme to defraud investors of over $170 million (the “Complaint”).5
On the same day, in conjunction with the Complaint, the CFTC and AG filed an ex parte
motion seeking a statutory restraining order, the appointment of a receiver, preliminary
injunction, expedited discovery, and other equitable relief (“Motion for Initial Relief”).6 The
initial analyses and conclusions of the BRG AG Engagement are described in a declaration filed
with the Court as Exhibit B of the Motion for Initial Relief.7
The Court signed an Order approving the Motion for Initial Relief on November 15, 2018
(“Order for Initial Relief”), which included the appointment of Jonathan O. Hafen, Esq as the
Receiver (“Receiver”) in this matter.8 As a result of the substantial work and analyses performed
during the BRG AG Engagement, knowledge obtained, and anticipated cost savings and
efficiencies, the Receiver engaged BRG as his accountants to assist in the investigation and
administration of the receivership estate, which was approved by the Court on November 21,
2018.9
I have utilized other BRG professionals (“BRG Team”), in conducting my analysis and
preparing this report. Such professionals possess expertise in conducting fraud examinations, data
and financial reconstruction, and other forensic accounting services. The primary team members
include:

4

A.Franklin is the daughter of G.Rust and D.Rust.
See Complaint for Injunctive Relief, Civil Monetary Penalties, and Other Equitable Relief (Dkt. No. 1).
6
See Plaintiffs’ Ex Parte Motion for Statutory Restraining Order, Expedited Discovery, Preliminary Injunction, and
Other Equitable Relief (Dkt. No. 4).
7
See Exhibit B - Declaration of D. Ray Strong, CPA, CFE, CIRA of the Motion for Initial Relief (Dkt. No. 4)
(“Strong AG Declaration”).
8
See Order Granting Plaintiffs’ Ex Parte Motion for Statutory Restraining Order, Appointment of Receiver, and
Other Equitable Relief (Dkt. No. 22).
9
See Order Authorizing Receiver to Employ Accountants (Dkt. No. 41).
5
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Matthew Babcock – Mr. Babcock is an director at BRG with over 20 years of
experience providing forensic/investigative accounting, bankruptcy, and
litigation support services. He is a certified public accountant, certified fraud
examiner, certified insolvency and restructuring advisor, and is certified in
financial forensics by the AICPA;



Jeffrey Shaw – Mr. Shaw is a senior managing consultant at BRG with over
17 years of experience in the fields of investigative accounting, bankruptcy,
business restructuring, and litigation support services. He is a certified public
accountant, certified fraud examiner, certified insolvency and restructuring
advisor, and is certified in financial forensics by the AICPA; and



Christina Tergevorkian – Ms. Tergevorkian is a consultant at BRG
specializing in forensic accounting services. She is a certified public
accountant and certified fraud examiner with over four years of experience.

This report was prepared solely in connection with the Receiver’s various legal actions
and is intended for no other use. The opinions, conclusions, and bases for those opinions and
conclusions expressed herein are based on information obtained as of the date of this report and
upon the pattern of facts that we have observed during our review, analysis, and investigation of
such information.10 Accordingly, we reserve the right to supplement, update, or otherwise modify
this report at a later date based on additional documentation or information that may become
available.
II.

QUALIFICATIONS, EXPERIENCE, AND COMPENSATION
I have provided investigative and forensic accounting services in both civil and criminal

matters, including, but not limited to, the investigation of fraud and mismanagement, financial
data reconstruction, tracing of funds and assets, and data acquisition and analysis involving large
databases and data sources. I have investigated numerous fraud and mismanagement related
matters involving Ponzi and other investment schemes, financial statement fraud, asset
misappropriation schemes, bank fraud, and bankruptcy fraud.
10

The exhibits to this declaration appear following the declaration narrative. An extensive volume of appendices
containing over 20,000 pages of detailed analyses and supporting documentation have been annexed and filed under
seal with the Court to protect sensitive and personal information of investors, customers, vendors, creditors, and other
interested parties. These exhibits and appendices are an integral component of this declaration.

5
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My qualifications as a forensic accountant are contained in the curriculum vitae attached
as Exhibit 1.11 A listing of my testimony experience since 2016 is contained in Exhibit 2.12 A
listing of the documents and information considered and/or relied upon in connection with our
analysis is contained in Exhibit 3.13 A list of BRG director rates and a range of hourly rates by
professional type, for those providing services in this matter, is contained in Exhibit 4.14 Lastly, I
have not authored any publications in the previous 10 years.
III.

STATEMENT OF OPINIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Following is a summary of my opinions and conclusions based on the analyses and

investigation performed to date:


RRC was a failed business enterprise.



G.Rust and RRC operated a Ponzi scheme since at least the tax year 200815 and
continuing through November 15, 2018.16



The Ponzi scheme was capitalized with contributions totaling more than $225
million received from over 500 investors.



From at least TY2008, the income or profit generated from operations of RRC
or any G.Rust related entities or parties (“Rust Related Parties”)17 was
grossly insufficient to finance the substantial payments promised to investors
and made to Rust Related Parties. New funds contributed by unsuspecting
investors provided the only funding source large enough to facilitate these
payments.

11

At EX001 to EX010.
At EX011 to EX013.
13
At EX014 to EX068.
14
At EX069 to EX070.
15
RRC reported financial activity for income tax purposes from October 1st through September 30th for each tax year
(“TY”). The TY2008 period includes activity from October 1, 2008 through September 30, 2009. A declaration and
prior version of this report used the term “fiscal year” instead of “tax year” referring to the 2008, 2009, and 2010
periods analyzed. To avoid any potential ambiguity, I have updated the report to reflect the term “tax year”
throughout for these time periods. My analysis and conclusions remain unchanged other than the updated
terminology.
16
I believe the Ponzi scheme began prior to tax year 2008 but have not sufficiently analyzed the prior period activity
(See Section IV.G.1.b.i – pp. 20 to 24).
17
Rust Related Parties includes RLE, RLR, RLI, R Legacy Ranch (“RL Ranch”), Legacy Music Alliance (“LMA”),
Torque Entertainment (“Torque”), Rhythm and Pace (“R&P”), Sage & Thistle (“S&T”), Musicians Toolkit (“Tool
Kit”), Writer’s Den (“WD”), Your LDS Neighbor (“YLDSN”), Harper Music (“Harper”), Rust Coin and Gift
(“RCG”), and A.Franklin. Some of these businesses operated as dbas of RLE.
12

6
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RRC and G.Rust misused investor funds to finance payments of at least $42
million to Rust Related Parties and at least $175 million to investors.



G.Rust prepared false and fraudulent documents misstating investor account
balances, silver trading activity, and the volume of physical metals represented
to be held securely at the Brink’s Salt Lake City facility.18 These false
documents supported a facade of impressive performance, accumulating assets,
stability, and safety.



Not a single trading loss was reported by G.Rust among the tens of thousands
of silver trading transactions reviewed in more than 10,000 investor statements
included in our analysis. A perfect decade-long trading record involving a
complex, high-risk, and often volatile silver trading strategy in which not a
single loss was incurred is highly implausible and should have raised
significant red flags for investors.



Promised annual returns to investors ranged from as low as 6% to as high as
120%, with investors consistently reporting between approximately 20% to
40%.



Compounding investment returns reported on Silver Pool investment
statements were unsustainable and would eventually have led to the collapse of
the Ponzi scheme.



Silver Pool members were routinely given representations as to the low risk
and secure nature of the investment.



False key representations were provided, declaring that the Silver Pool
program utilized an HSBC Securities (USA), Inc. (“HSBC”) trading account,
experienced trader, and algorithms to trade silver and that the Silver Pool
engaged in the purchase of millions of ounces of physical silver safely stored at
a Brink’s facility.



Lucrative returns promised and reported, coupled with a history of consistent
investor payments, allowed G.Rust to continually attract new investors and
investments to further the Ponzi scheme.



The Silver Pool investor accounts were frequently utilized more like traditional
bank accounts, with G.Rust often making payments to third parties on behalf of
investors for items such as tithing, mortgages, rent, credit cards, real estate
acquisitions, and vehicle/equipment purchases.



Investor funds were extensively commingled with other RRC bank accounts,
personal accounts of G.Rust, D.Rust, and J.Rust,19 and accounts involving Rust
Related Parties.

18

Brink’s Global Services U.S.A. Inc. (“Brink’s”) is a large, well-known, and respected private security and
protection company that provides armored transportation and highly secured storage services.
19
Personal accounts of G.Rust, D.Rust, and J.Rust were used for substantial transfers of funds to/from various RRC
Bank Accounts (“Rust Personal Accounts”). These accounts are described in Section IV.G.1.b.ii (pp. 24 to 26) and
Section IV.G.6.b (pp. 75 to 76).

7
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IV.

RATIONALE AND BASES FOR OPINIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
A.

General Background

RRC was initially founded in 1966 by Alvin E. Rust (“A.Rust”).20 G.Rust eventually
purchased and assumed control of the family business in 2002 after spending several decades in
the industry. RRC operated as a specialty coin shop in Salt Lake City, Utah, dealing in rare coins,
precious metals, and other memorabilia. Along with buying items from selling items to and from
customers and metal dealers, RRC offered appraisal services, consignment arrangements, and
metal storage options to its customers.
Over the decades, RRC and G.Rust built significant trust and loyalty with its customer
base through its historical coin store dealings, affiliations with the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints (“LDS Church”), community and philanthropic endeavors, industry
relationships, and involvement with numismatic trade associations. This trust enabled G.Rust to
convince satisfied customers to deliver their valuable precious metal and coin collections to RRC
for management and periodic investment returns. These initial investor accounts involved gold,
silver, platinum, collectible coins, and other memorabilia (“Pre-Silver Pool Accounts”). G.Rust
created and provided periodic investor statements for the Pre-Silver Pool Accounts, purportedly
tracking investor’s investment activity.21
Sometime around 2008, G.Rust created and promoted a silver-only pooled investment
opportunity (the “Silver Pool”), began consolidating and transitioning the majority of Pre-Silver
Pool Accounts into this new investment program, and commenced raising additional funds from
existing and new investors. G. Rust promoted the Silver Pool as an exclusive investment
opportunity through which his chosen investors could “earn” generous returns as a result of a

20

A.Rust was the father of G.Rust.
See Exhibit 5 (EX071 to EX084) for an example of an early Pre-Silver Pool Account statement. Additional
examples can be found in Appendix L.1 (APPL00002 to APPL00042).

21

8
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sophisticated silver trading program through HSBC, utilizing a trading algorithm where silver was
sold when prices were high and later repurchased at more substantial quantities when prices
dropped (“Short Sale Silver Trading”). G.Rust represented to investors the sale side of the silver
trades which were then covered (buy-side of the transaction) by purchasing physical silver from
silver distributors and storing it at a secured Brink’s storage facility. Additionally, G.Rust touted
the Silver Pool program as low risk and safe, claiming only 50% of an investor’s Silver Pool
account was traded at any given time. Through this process, G.Rust falsely portrayed significant
and consistent returns in the form of increased silver ounces to investors, drastically overstating
the value of their Silver Pool accounts.
To substantiate the profitable investment returns, G.Rust provided investors with periodic
statements documenting the exponential like growth of their account as a result of this silver
trading activity.22 These statements did not include a single trading loss, based on the BRG
Team’s analysis of over 10,000 statements involving tens of thousands of Short Sale Silver
Trading transactions. A perfect decade-long trading record involving a complex, high-risk, and
often volatile silver trading strategy without a single losing trade is highly implausible and should
have raised a significant red flag to investors.
Unfortunately, the Silver Pool was a fraudulent scheme used to pay false returns to
investors and divert substantial investor funds to various business ventures and related parties of
G.Rust. From its inception, Silver Pool trades that were reported on investor statements were
fraudulent, silver trades were not being conducted through HSBC, physical silver was not being

22

See Exhibit 6 (Original – EX085 to EX095) and Exhibit 7 (Revised – EX096 to EX097) for examples of the two
common Silver Pool statement versions. G.Rust changed the original Silver Pool investor statement format in late
2013. See Appendix L.2 (APPL00043 to APPL00246), Appendix L.3 (APPL00247 to APPL00278), and Appendix
L.4 (APPL00279 to APPL00282) for additional statement examples involving investor activity such as (a) Pre-Silver
Pool Accounts rolled into Silver Pool accounts, (b) an IRA/Pension account, (c) investors with multiple Silver Pool
accounts, (d) numerous investors consolidating and contributing funds through a single investor, (e) investment
withdrawals paid in physical metals, and (f) investment withdrawals directly paid by RRC to third parties on behalf of
the investor.

9
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purchased and stored at Brink’s as represented, and the returns “earned” by investors were
fictitious. Instead, G.Rust and RRC operated a Ponzi scheme since at least TY2008 by using
newly attracted investor funds to pay the returns and principal of prior investments.
B.

Receiver’s Request for Investor Information

The Receiver sent detailed questionnaires to investors to obtain independent information
and documentation regarding, among other things, Silver Pool investment representations made
by G.Rust, investors’ understanding of the Silver Pool investment, and a detailed history of actual
investment contributions and withdrawals. The Receiver sent out over 500 questionnaires, and
investors returned 392 containing a varying degree of responses and supporting documentation.
The Receiver also established a claims procedure whereby investors and other creditors were
required to submit official claim forms containing pertinent information and documentation
supporting their monetary claims against the receivership estate. The Receiver received over 460
claim forms from investors.
The Receiver and his legal counsel conducted an extensive analysis of investor responses,
including representations made by G.Rust (“Receiver Investor Analysis”).23 I have analyzed and
considered the Receiver’s report in the preparation of this report. Also, the BRG Team has
independently reviewed the investor questionnaires and filed claim forms as part of its
investigation and ongoing work.
C.

Information and Data Analyzed

The BRG Team obtained and conducted an extensive analysis of the following
documentation, data, and information:24

23

See Exhibit 8 (EX098 to EX125) and Appendix I (APPI00001 to APPI00041).
The list represents general categories of documentation, data, and information and should not be construed as a
comprehensive listing of the information considered.

24
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Information Obtained Pursuant to the BRG AG Engagement – Bank
documentation, bank account analyses performed by UDOS, certain investor
statements and documentation, declarations, list of probable investors, and
UDOS memos and notes;25



Law Enforcement Interview Transcripts – Transcripts of the Gaylen Rust
interview conducted on November 15, 2018, at 3:00 PM by FBI Special Agent
Jason Henrikson (“SA Henrikson”) and UDOS Investigator Liz Blaylock
(“Blaylock”), and later at 4:49 PM by FBI Special Agent James Malpede (“SA
Malpede”) and SA Henrikson (the “FBI Interviews”);



Bank Documentation – Bank account statements, canceled checks, deposit
slips, debit and credit memos, wire transfer advices, wire data, and account
setup and signature documentation for RRC and Rust Related Entities active
accounts from January 201226 through December 2018;27



Accounting System Data – Data and reports from QuickBooks and Acumatica
accounting systems for RRC and various related parties;28



Coin Store Point-of-Sale Data – Data and reports from the RRC Microsoft
Dynamics RMS point-of-sale system (“RMS POS System”);



Corporate Records – Paper documentation and files secured by the Receiver
from RRC, Rust Related Parties, and G.Rust and D.Rust individually;29



Computer Files and Data – Electronic files from RRC and RLE computer
servers and specific individual computers;30



Email Archives – Email archives from active email systems, servers, and
computer systems;



Investor Statements – Investor statements prepared and maintained by G.Rust
and obtained directly from investors;



Third-Party Documentation – Documentation obtained directly from third
parties including financial institutions, investors, precious metal dealers,
vendors, and customers;



Declarations – Declarations from David Costanzo (“D.Costanzo”), Howard
Hess (“H.Hess”), Brink’s, and HSBC; and

25

See Strong AG Declaration (Dkt. No. 4) for additional details.
Bank documentation was analyzed for periods before 2012, but the documentation was incomplete.
27
Bank documentation was obtained directly from financial institutions, where available.
28
RRC and RLE were in the process of implementing a combined accounting and point-of-sale system using a
software package called Acumatica. The process was still ongoing when the Receiver was appointed, and transactions
in the system were determined to be incomplete.
29
Documentation was secured by Receiver from RRC, RLE, and various locations involving other Rust Related
Parties.
30
Receiver’s professionals forensically imaged and secured critical computer systems upon his appointment.
26

11
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Corporate Entity Searches and Documentation – Corporate entity searches and
documentation for RRC, Rust Related Parties, and investors.

The BRG Team also obtained independent background reports for the key principals and
conducted internet searches to better understand the parties involved in the transactions analyzed
and addressed below.
D.

Ponzi Scheme Definition

While courts and practitioners utilize differing definitions for a Ponzi scheme, a Ponzi
scheme is defined generally as a fraudulent scheme whereby investor payments are not financed
from the operations of the underlying enterprise, but rather taken from funds of new investors or
investments. The definition for a Ponzi scheme developed by Judge Allen and generally adopted
in the 10th Circuit for decades is as follows: 31
A “Ponzi” scheme, as that term is generally used, refers to an investment
scheme in which returns to investors are not financed through the success of
the underlying business venture, but are taken from principal sums of newly
attracted investments. Typically, investors are promised large returns for
their investments. Initially, investors are actually paid the promised returns,
which attract additional investors.
E.

Common Ponzi Scheme Characteristics

Based on my training and experience, there are common characteristics and patterns
typically shared by Ponzi schemes,32 including:


Investor payments are not financed through the success of the underlying
business venture, but are taken from newly-attracted investments;



Investor money is not used according to its intended purpose;

31

See Exhibit 9 (EX126 to EX130) – SEC vs. Management Solutions, Inc. Et. al.
The BRG Team has analyzed and investigated numerous sizable Ponzi-like matters. Additionally, many of these
same characteristics and patterns are outlined in the Securities and Exchange Commission vs. Management Solutions,
Inc. Et. Al., No.2:11-CV-1165 (D.Utah Aug. 22, 2013), “Memorandum Opinion and Order,” (See Exhibit 9 – EX126
to EX130), “The Ponzi Book – A Legal Resource for Unraveling Ponzi Schemes,” Kathy Bazonian Phelps and Hon.
Steven Rhodes, Lexis Nexis, 2012 (See Exhibit 10 – EX131 to EX137), Fraud Examiners Manual, Association of
Certified Fraud Examiners, 2018 U.S. Edition (See Exhibit 11 – EX138 to EX141), and Consulting Services Practice
Aid 97-1, “Fraud Investigations in Litigation and Dispute Resolutions Services”, AICPA (See Exhibit 12 – EX142 to
EX144).

32
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F.



The promise of large, consistent, and safe returns paid by schemer to attract
new investors and investments;



Secrecy, exclusivity, and/or complexity of the investment scheme;



False documentation is created and used by schemer to further the investment
scheme; and



Investor funds are commingled with funds of the underlying business
enterprise or other related parties.

Examples of Ponzi Scheme and Fraud Admissions by G.Rust

Shortly after the execution of the Order for Initial Relief by the Court on November 15,
2018, the FBI, in conjunction with other agencies, served a search warrant on RRC and its related
affiliates which involved, among other things, the seizure of certain documentation and electronic
files and interviews of G.Rust, D.Rust, J.Rust, and other employees. During these FBI Interviews,
G.Rust made numerous admissions regarding the scheme, including the following:33
Excerpt #1 – Ponzi Scheme34
SA James Malpede:

Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:

I understand. And it’s – you know, I’ve been – I – and Jason’s been doing this for
a while. I’ve been doing it for a lot longer, and it would be the exception that I
find that someone went out and just said, “I’m going to take people’s money, and
I’m going to run a Ponzi scheme.” That would be an exception. But you
understand what a Ponzi scheme is, don’t you?
Oh, really well.
Okay, let me ask you, is that essentially what you’ve been operating here?
From my perspective, no.
Well, from the investor’s perspective.
Because my –
Were you utilizing new investor money –
Right.
– to pay old investors back?
Sometimes.
Sometimes.
Yeah.
Okay. Is that not the definition of a Ponzi scheme?
I guess, yes, if you –

33

See Exhibit 13 (EX145 to EX153) for a schedule of various admissions and representations made by G.Rust
during interviews with law enforcement and Appendix A (APPA00001 to APPA00239) for complete copies of the
interview transcripts.
34
See Exhibit 13 (EX146 – #1), Exhibit 14 (EX154 to EX157), or Appendix A.1.2 (APPA00145 to APPA00146).

13
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Excerpt #2 – Ponzi Scheme35
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:

Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:

Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:

Mr. Gaylen Rust:

Within the normal framework, how would you have paid them back?
I would have sold the silver –
What silver? You don’t have that kind of silver. It’s already been
established that you have, what 200 and some odd thousand dollars in
silver?
And some of it would have come from new moneys coming in.
And, in fact, when we look back at the bank records, isn’t it true that a
vast majority of the payments that have been going back to investors
are coming from new investor funds? Is that –
New funds, not new investors.
New funds. What are they – when I say “new investor funds,” I’m not
talking about a new investor.
Okay.
I’m talking about –
It’s just new moneys coming in.
– new moneys coming in –
That investors –
– that are from investors.
I have investors that give me money.
Yes.
And then when they needed money, they take it back.
And I understand that you feel obligated to pay them what you’re
telling them, but the reality is –
And I do.
And you do when they ask for it.
Yeah.
But the reality is that the payments that you’re making to these people
are truly coming from essentially Ponzi payments. Is that a fair
statement?
That is a fair statement, probably.

Excerpt #3 – Fraud36
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:

Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:

35
36

And I know how the moving of moneys and the letter of the law and the intent of
what I’ve done, from standard business practices, there’s some imbalance here.
Well, no. It’s not an imbalance from standard business practices. It’s fraud.
Okay.
You lied to people in order to induce them to give you moneys that you did not use
as you told it to them. So I don’t want to – I don’t want to try and sugarcoat this.
I’m not trying to sugarcoat it either. Okay?
And I’m not trying – I understand that you didn’t intend to steal their money so
that you could live a high and mighty lifestyle. But what you did do was you lied
to them.
I misrepresented the program –
And you misrepresented to them –
– over the period of time to fix this.

See Exhibit 13 (EX146 – #2), Exhibit 15 (EX158 to EX162), or Appendix A.1.2 (APPA00157 to APPA00159).
See Exhibit 13 (EX147 – #4), Exhibit 16 (EX163 to EX166), or Appendix A.1.2 (APPA00175 to APPA00176).
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SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:

And you used the money in a way that was different from what –
Right.
– you told them. And right now, there is not the ability to pay them back as you’ve
told them all along there was.
That is correct.

Excerpt #4 – Misuse of Funds37
Ms. Liz Blaylock:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
Ms. Liz Blaylock:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:

Have you ever misused funds, where you’ve taken funds from the investment pool
to fund one of your other businesses?
To do pieces in that business? Yes.
Did the investor know that that’s what was going to happen to their funds?
No. Because it wasn’t intended to happen at the time.

Excerpt #5 – Misrepresentations or Omissions38
SA James Malpede:

Did you provide material misrepresentations or omissions to the investors?

Mr. Gaylen Rust:

Yes.

After the FBI and other agencies concluded their interviews on November 15, 2018, the
Receiver’s team was provided an opportunity to conduct an initial interview with G.Rust to begin
the transition of receivership assets (“Initial Receiver Interview”). The Receiver’s attorneys
Joseph M.R. Covey (“J.Covey”) and Cheylynn Hayman (“C.Hayman”), and I conducted the
initial interview that lasted approximately one to one and a half hours. During this Initial Receiver
Interview, G.Rust made various admissions and representations including, but not limited to:

37
38



The first investor was obtained in the 1980s;



G.Rust managed investor accounts totaling approximately $4 to $5 million in
the 1990s;



Investor funds increased over time and were used to fund G.Rust’s music
endeavors, other personal entities, and to pay older investor obligations and
payments;



Related companies historically operated at substantial losses each year;



Investors expected to earn 20% to 25% or more in annual returns;

See Exhibit 13 (EX150 – #19), Exhibit 17 (EX167 to EX169), or Appendix A.1.1 (APPA00079).
See Exhibit 13 (EX147 – #5), Exhibit 18 (EX170 to EX172), or Appendix A.1.2 (APPA00162).
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G.



Silver balances and “silver trading” activity reported on investor statements
were false paper entries that began somewhere between 2008 and 2010;39



Investor silver was not stored at Brink’s and did not exist as represented on
investor statements; and



No account existed at HSBC to trade silver as represented to investors.

Examples of Identified Ponzi Scheme Characteristics
1.

Investor Payments Financed from Newly Attracted Investments and
Not Through the Success and Profits of the Underlying Business

Ponzi schemes require investor funding in which newly solicited investment proceeds are
received and used to pay the returns and/or principal of existing investors rather than financed or
paid through the success or profitability of the underlying business enterprise. Below are the
various detailed analyses performed by the BRG Team to evaluate and determine whether profits
from the underlying RRC enterprise were sufficient at various time periods to cover the
significant ongoing promised payments to investors or if those payments were in fact made from
newly attracted investor funds.
(a)

Initial Analysis of Financial Statements from RRC Accounting
Systems and Federal Income Tax Returns

Considering the admissions and representations of G.Rust referenced above in Section
IV.F, the BRG Team initially analyzed the financial statements and underlying transactions
obtained from the RRC accounting systems40 and federal income tax returns filed for tax years
2007 through 2017.41 Below is a chart summarizing RRC’s operating income / (loss)42 derived
39

G.Rust represented during the Initial Receiver Interview that the Silver Pool scheme began somewhere during the
2008 to 2010 time period. Our investigation concluded the Ponzi scheme started by at least TY2008 including
activity between October 1, 2008 and September 30, 2009 (see Section IV.G.1.b.i (pp. 20 to 24) for additional
discussion and analysis).
40
RRC was in the process of implementing a new comprehensive accounting system using a software package called
Acumatica. The process was still ongoing when the Receiver was appointed and the transactions in the system were
incomplete. Consequently, the BRG Team focused its initial analysis on the RRC QuickBooks system.
41
Analysis period ranged from October 1, 2007 through June 30, 2018.
42
Operating income / (loss) shows the business’s ability to generate earnings from its operational activities. The
components include revenues less cost-of-goods sold, administrative expenses, depreciation, and amortization.
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from the RRC QuickBooks profit and loss statements from TY2007 through TY2016 based on
our initial analysis:43

The results from our initial analysis of the RRC QuickBooks system revealed RRC had
minimal operating income from TY2007 through TY201644 that could be used to make investor
payments or loans to Rust Related Parties. We discovered RRC accounting personnel was not
capturing all sales and cost-of-sales transaction activity contained in the RRC POS System for
financial reporting and income tax purposes for TY2007 through TY2011. In 2012, RRC
accounting personnel began adjusting QuickBooks to record transactions from the RRC POS
System. This change in process resulted in a large loss of over $6 million in TY2012 in an attempt
to true-up the accounting.

43

Chart does not include TY2017 (October 1, 2017 through September 30, 2018). Discussions with RRC accounting
personnel revealed TY2017 was not finalized and substantial adjustments were still in process when the Receiver was
appointed.
44
Time period spanned October 1, 2007 through September 30, 2017.
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Additionally, below is a chart summarizing the balances owed to investors (blue line) and
loaned to Rust Related Parties (red line) by RRC as recorded in the RRC QuickBooks system
from TY2007 through TY2017:45

According to the QuickBooks data, the balance of the investor obligations initially appears
to correlate to the amounts paid to the Rust Related Parties from TY2007 through TY2011. If this
was the only information available, this activity, at first glance, might suggest that newly-acquired
investor funds were diverted to Rust Related Parties instead of being paid to investors for
promised returns. This activity would have been fraudulent, but not necessarily indicative of a
Ponzi scheme.
However, after an extensive investigation, we have determined that the RRC QuickBooks
information was incomplete and did not accurately reflect the full extent of investor-related
activity. G.Rust did not provide RRC accounting personnel with complete investor-related
information for recording transaction activity in the RRC accounting systems. As a result, the

45

Tax year 2017 only includes balances from October 1, 2017 through June 30, 2018.
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investor balances reported in QuickBooks were substantially understated.46 However, the general
upward pattern of newly-acquired investments reported in RRC QuickBooks is consistent with
Ponzi scheme activity.
More detailed comparative schedules of the financial statements obtained from the RRC
QuickBooks system are included as Exhibit 1947 and Exhibit 20.48,49 The BRG Team has also
prepared a comparative schedule of financial activity reported on the RRC federal income tax
returns spanning a similar period as Exhibit 21.50,51
When the data was scrutinized, we found instances where the reliability of the accounting
data from the RRC accounting systems was questionable and incomplete, primarily involving
sales, cost-of-goods sold, and investor-related activity.52 More specifically, the RRC QuickBooks
system did not start incorporating the RMS POS System sales and cost-of-sales data until
TY2012. Additionally, the recorded investor-related activity was largely incomplete and did not
provide a complete picture of the investor obligations and payment history. Accordingly, the BRG
Team determined that additional investigation was required to better understand the actual
historical financial activities of RRC.
(b)

Additional Analysis to Reconstruct Financial Results and
Investigate Ponzi-Related Activity

The BRG Team focused on three key areas of additional detailed investigation and
analysis utilizing varying points in time to evaluate and identify: (a) the financing sources used to

46

See Section IV.G.1.b (pp. 19 to 39) for additional details.
At EX173 to EX175.
48
At EX176 to EX181.
49
Additional detailed accounting reports from the RRC accounting systems are included in Appendix J (APPJ00001
to APPJ03328).
50
At EX182 to EX183.
51
Income tax returns were generally prepared from reports and information generated from QuickBooks. Copies of
the income tax returns are included in Appendix K (APPK00001 to APPK00351).
52
I understand through discussions with RRC personnel there was a lack of transparency between G.Rust and the
accounting department relating to investor-related activity and transactions.
47
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fund the substantial payments to investors and Rust Related Parties, (b) examples of Ponzi
activity, and (c) when the Ponzi scheme likely began, including the following:


RRC Financial Analysis (TY2008 – TY2010) – Reconstruction, analysis, and
comparison of RRC net operating income / (loss), investor activity, and Rust
Related Parties transactions from tax years 2008 through 2010.53



RRC Bank Account Analysis – Detailed analysis of RRC bank account
activity from January 1, 2012, through November 15, 2018.54



Identification of Specific Examples of Ponzi Activity – Identification of
specific examples of Ponzi activity illustrating prior investors were paid
utilizing newly acquired investor funds and not from the underlying RRC
operating cash flows.
(i)

RRC Financial Analysis (TY2008 – TY2010)

Based on representations made in the Initial Receiver Interview, the BRG Team initially
focused its investigation on the tax years 2008 through 2010 to evaluate the funding sources used
to make payments to investors and Rust Related Parties, and to independently verify when the
Ponzi scheme originated (“2008–2010 Analysis”).55
General Description and Methodology of Analysis
The BRG Team performed extensive analysis and reconstruction of the RRC financial
activity during the 2008–2010 Analysis period. A variety of information and data sources were
used as RRC did not record or capture all operating, investor, and Rust Related Parties
transactions in a central or consolidated accounting system, but rather utilized a compilation of
systems, spreadsheets, and documents to account for its financial activities during this time
period.

53

RRC reported financial activity for income tax purposes on a tax year basis from October 1st through September
30th.
54
The Receiver was appointed on November 15, 2018.
55
Represents accounting period from October 1, 2008 through September 30, 2011.
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The information sources evaluated and analyzed for the 2008–2010 Analysis include, but
are not limited to, the following:56


Income tax returns;



QuickBooks accounting system;



RMS POS System;57



Physical accounting records and documentation;



Email archives;



Electronic files from computer servers and workstations; and



Information received directly from investors.

The 2008–2010 Analysis involved an extensive investigation of over 100,000 transactions
or database records to develop a comprehensive understanding of the RRC financial and operating
results, investor contributions and payments, and funds paid to Rust Related Parties for TY2008,
TY2009, and TY2010.
The BRG Team initially analyzed the accounting data contained in the RRC QuickBooks
accounting system. Our examination revealed the RRC QuickBooks accounting data was
incomplete for certain categories of transactions (coin and metal sales, inventory purchases/costof-sales, and investor-related activity) when compared to the RMS POS System, G.Rust investor
files, and information obtained directly from investors. For instance:

56

RRC did not retain bank documents including bank statements, cancelled checks, deposits, or wire transfer advices
for the TY2008 through TY2010. The Receiver requested bank documentation directly from the various financial
institutions but was informed that limited documentation was available for the Zions Bank accounts and none was
available for other banks as a result of standard document retentions policies.
57
A point-of-sale system is often used by retailers to track store sales and purchases. The BRG Team understands the
RRC point-of-sale system evolved over the years based on discussions with J.Rust, G.Rust, and various RRC
employees. We understand the RMS POS System was initially pursued by J.Rust to convert RRC’s old paper receipt
system to a more comprehensive electronic system for better tracking and reporting of its store sales activity. In the
earlier years, including TY2008 through TY2010, RRC utilized the RMS POS System to track detailed sales
transactions and was working toward incorporating all product purchases or cost-of-sales tracking. The RMS POS
System was in service until around mid-2018. In 2018 RRC was in the process of combining its point-of-sale and
accounting systems utilizing a new accounting package called Acumatica. Prior to Acumatica, the RRC point-of-sale
and QuickBooks accounting systems were maintained separately.
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The RRC QuickBooks accounting system contained coin and metal inventory
purchases that were not included in the RMS POS System when compared on a
transaction-by-transaction basis. Additionally, the RMS POS System contained instore cash sales, in-store inventory purchases, and customer trade transactions that
were not recorded in the RRC QuickBooks accounting system.



The BRG Team discovered that investor balances and activity in the RRC
QuickBooks accounting system were also incomplete. Consequently, we
reconstructed the investor-related activity from investor statements and files
maintained by G.Rust, transactions from the RRC QuickBooks accounting system
verified against investor documentation, and additional information and
documentation provided directly from investors.58

As a result of these identified issues, the BRG Team analyzed sales and inventory
purchases from both systems on a transaction-by-transaction basis and developed certain
adjustments to the original RRC QuickBooks sales and cost-of-sales balances to better reflect a
comprehensive financial picture of the RRC operating activity.59
Due to the different sources of data available and varying degrees of completeness, the
BRG Team evaluated three measurement alternatives for assessing available RRC operating
income for TY2008, TY2009, and TY2010. Our approach compared the operating profitability
reported in the RRC income tax returns filed with taxing authorities, reports generated from the
RRC QuickBooks, and adjusted operating income / (loss) results based on our extensive analysis
of the RMS POS System. This comparison examined whether RRC operating activities generated
enough profit to finance payments to investors and Rust Related Parties, or if such amounts could
only have been paid from newly acquired investments under any of the approaches.

58

The BRG Team has been reconstructing the investor-related activity pursuant to the claims process and
identification of potential “net winner” claw-back litigation. The Receiver and BRG Team have been receiving and
analyzing information and documentation obtained directly from investors through ongoing communications, the
return of investor questionnaires sent by the Receiver, or from formal claim forms filed in the receivership estate.
59
Generally, the RMS POS System was the more inclusive system for actual RRC coin and metals transaction
activity. The BRG Team analyzed and adjusted the RRC QuickBooks sales and cost-of-sales balances with the data
from the RMS POS System and further adjusted the cost-of-sales balances with additional product purchases
identified in RRC QuickBooks that were not included in RMS POS System after a transaction-by-transaction
comparison.
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Results and Conclusions of 2008–2010 Analysis
Below are summary results of our 2008–2010 Analysis comparing the three alternative
measurements of RRC operating income / (loss) with net payments made to investors and Rust
Related Parties for each tax year:60

Below are key highlights of the 2008–2010 Analysis for each tax year describing the
absence of profitability from which to make payments to investors and Rust Related Parties:


TY2008 – During the year, investors contributed new funds, coins, or metals
totaling $3.3 million. RRC made payments to investors totaling $1.6 million
and paid a net total of $1.6 million to or for the benefit of various Rust Related
Parties. Even assuming the most favorable operating profit amount of $259,154
(reported in the income tax return) was available, there was not nearly enough
money from operations to make the combined investor and related party
payments of $3.2 million. As a result, newly acquired investor funds financed
these payments.



TY2009 – During the year, investor contributions totaled $3 million. RRC
made payments to investors totaling $2 million and paid a net total of $1.1
million to or for the benefit of various Rust Related Parties. If the most
conservative operating profit amount of $276,628 (reported in the income tax
return) is assumed to be available, funds from operations were severely
deficient in making the combined investor and related party payments of $3.1
million. Therefore, new investor contributions were required to make these
payments.

60

See Exhibit 22 (EX184 to EX186) and Appendix B (APPB00001 to APPB03511), Appendix C (APPC00001 to
APPC05023), and Appendix D (APPD00001 to APPD06708) containing over 15,000 pages of detailed analysis and
supporting documentation.
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TY2010 – During the year, G.Rust accepted an additional $4.2 million from
investors. RRC made investor payments totaling $3.4 million and paid a net
total of $1.4 million to or for the benefit of various Rust Related Parties. Again,
assuming the best operating profit of $677,986 (adjusted by BRG using data
from the RMS POS System) is available, operations were greatly inadequate to
pay the combined $4.8 million of investor and related-party payments.
Consequently, the new investments received primarily funded these payments.

Based on our thorough analysis, I have concluded that RRC and G.Rust were operating a
Ponzi scheme from at least TY2008. Our investigation reveals insufficient profitability of the
underlying business (regardless of the methodology applied) from which to finance the payments
made to investors or Rust Related Parties; rather, the only available source of these payments was
newly attracted investments.
The Ponzi scheme likely began prior to TY2008, but given the significant time and costs
incurred for the 2008–2010 Analysis, and having evaluated the cost/benefit of conducting similar
analyses for earlier periods, the Receiver, his legal counsel, and the BRG Team deemed further
examination to be cost-prohibitive and likely unnecessary for the majority of the Receiver’s
identified “net winner” claw-back matters. However, if circumstances give rise to the need for
detailed analyses of earlier periods and the prospective benefits outweigh the costs, the BRG
Team can conduct such further analyses at the Receiver’s direction.
(ii)

RRC Bank Account Analysis (2012–2018)

The development of a cash receipt and disbursement database from bank account activity
is multifaceted and commonly utilized by forensic accountants as a method to evaluate and
reconstruct the actual financial activities of companies or individuals allegedly involved or
engaged in Ponzi or investment-related schemes by tracing the actual inflows and outflows of
bank account activity. This analysis is a useful tool in comparing the actual cash flow profitability
of the enterprise with its investor-related activity to determine the ultimate funding source(s) of
investor payments and any diverted payments to the promoter or their related parties.
24
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General Description and Methodology of Analysis
A foremost reason a bank account analysis is performed is the ability to independently
verify the actual receipt and disbursement activity with third-party documentation obtained from
financial institutions and to compare this activity against a company’s internal accounting records,
business records, and other documentation received directly from investors, customers, vendors,
and other third parties.
Companies generally establish bank accounts and conduct their transactional activities
through these accounts, utilizing deposits, checks, wire transfers, and bank credit and debit
memos. These transactions are summarized by the financial institution and are included on a
statement that is typically prepared monthly and sent to the account holder. This independent
documentation provides a paper trail of activity that can be effectively followed and analyzed in
determining the actual financial activities and flow of company funds.
The BRG Team requested and obtained available bank documentation from third parties
and the Receiver for the following accounts:61
RRC Bank Accounts
Zions Bank #3945 (“Coin Shop Account”)62
Zions Bank #3556 (“Cafeteria Account”)63
Zions Bank #3564 (“Metals Account”)64
Zions Bank #7496 (“Investor Account”)65

61

Bank documentation included account statements, deposits, checks, wire transfer advices, debit and credit memos,
and account setup documentation.
62
Activity in account included coin shop bank/credit card receipts, PayPal receipts, and payments for most of RRC
operating expenses (excluding most of the metals, coin, and other collectible related transactions).
63
Activity in account included minimal transactions involving an employee cafeteria benefit plan.
64
Prior to February 2015, RRC metal, coin, and collectible purchase and sale activity was commingled with investorrelated activity. Around February 2015, RRC established separate accounts in an attempted to segregate the purchase
and sale activity from investor-related activity. However, as discussed in Section IV.G.6 (pp. 73 to 76), RRC did not
maintain this separateness as investor funds were transferred and commingled with other RRC Bank Accounts, Rust
Related Parties, and Rust Personal Accounts.
65
Activity primarily included investor-related activity, as well as and transfers to Rust Related Parties and Rust
Personal Accounts.
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Rust Personal Accounts66
Zions Bank #6731 – Gaylen D. Rust (“G.Rust Zions #6731”)
Zions Bank #6756 – Gaylen D. Rust (“G.Rust Zions #6756”)
Zions Bank #9537 – Gaylen D. Rust (“G.Rust Zions #9537”)
Zions Bank #6749 – Denise G Rust (“D.Rust Zions #6749”)
Zions Bank #7515 – Denise G Rust (“D.Rust Zions #7515”)
Zions Bank #6772 – Josh Rust/Gaylen D Rust (“J.Rust/G.Rust Zions #6772”)
Zions Bank #6764 – Josh Rust/Denise G Rust (“J.Rust/D.Rust Zions #6764”)
Rust Related Parties Bank Accounts
Zions Bank #3598 – R Legacy Entertainment
Zions Bank #0130 – R Legacy Entertainment
Zions Bank #3572 – R Legacy Investment
Zions Bank #3580 – R Legacy Racing
Zions Bank #3614 – R Legacy Ranch
Zions Bank #4133 – Legacy Music Alliance
Zions Bank #3606 – YourLDSNeighborhood.com
Zions Bank #2507 – Gaylen D Rust Personal
Zions Bank #2515 – Curt Rust Personal
Zions Bank #7100 – Lucile Johnson Personal
US Bank #3657 – Torque Entertainment
US Bank #3665 – Writers Den
During the BRG AG Engagement, the BRG Team began developing a master database of
bank account transactions from the RRC Bank Accounts, Rust Personal Accounts, and Rust
Related Parties Bank Accounts (“BRG Bank Activity Database”). Given the volume of
transactions and time constraints, the BRG Team initially focused its analysis and database
development on the 2018 bank account transactions from January 1, 2018, through August 31,
2018.67
After the appointment of the Receiver, the BRG Team expanded the BRG Bank Activity
Database to assist the Receiver with his various investigatory and administrative duties to the
receivership estate, including the analysis of Ponzi activity, identification of “net winner” clawback actions, and creditor claims analyses.

66

Accounts were primarily utilized for transfers to/from RRC. Over $700,000 was also diverted from the RRC
transfers to Rust Related Parties (see Section IV.G.6.b (pp. 75 to 76) for additional details).
67
See Strong AG Declaration for additional details.
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The BRG Team analyzed available bank account documentation and worked with the
Receiver to request additional information from various financial institutions where RRC
historically had banking relationships. The financial institutions informed the Receiver that many
of our requests pre-dated their document retention policies, which were typically seven years.
Therefore, the BRG Team focused its detailed analysis of bank account activity from January 1,
2012, through November 15, 2018 (“RRC Bank Account Analysis Period”), to investigate
Ponzi-related activity and assist the Receiver with his receivership duties (“RRC Bank Account
Analysis”).
The RRC Bank Account Analysis included a detailed investigation of over 43,000
transactions from the RRC Bank Accounts. The bank account activity was initially analyzed from
the available bank documentation and further supplemented with other information and data
sources to understand the nature and details of the transactions. These additional sources include,
but are not limited to:


RRC QuickBooks;



RMS POS System;



Electronic files obtained from RRC computer systems;



Email archives;



Discussions or documents obtained from investors, third-parties, former RRC
personnel; and



RRC business records in possession of the Receiver.

The BRG Team developed a list of specific transaction categories that were used to
effectively quantify, evaluate, and summarize the bank account activity. We then independently
assigned a category to each transaction based on our (a) analysis of available information, and (b)
education, training, experience, and expertise in other Ponzi scheme and forensic accounting
engagements.
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The BRG Team further assigned a major category grouping to each specific category to
summarize the detailed transaction categories and prepare reports. The major category groupings
are as follows:












Beginning Account Balances
Receipts – Operating
Disbursements – Operating
Investing & Finance Activity – Receipts
Investing & Finance Activity – Disbursements
Transactions Referenced as Cash
Capital Expenditures
Personal Accounts Used for RRC Transfers
Related Party Transactions
Intercompany Bank Account Transfers
Transactions Requiring Further Analysis
Results and Conclusions of RRC Bank Account Analysis

Below are the results from the RRC Bank Account Analysis summarized by RRC bank
account and major transaction category:68

68
See Exhibit 23 (EX187 to EX190) and Appendix E (APPE00001 to APPE03728) containing over 3,700 pages of
detailed analysis and supporting documentation.
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Exhibit 2469 contains a demonstrative flow chart summarizing the above-referenced cash
activity. A schedule summarizing the underlying transaction categories by year is also provided in
Exhibit 25.70
A primary focus of the RRC Bank Account Analysis was to examine the funding sources
available to finance investor payments and the loans to the Rust Related Parties. The BRG Team
analyzed the sales and purchases from the RMS POS System, RRC QuickBooks, bank
documentation, and other business records of RRC. Transactions involving the sale of precious
metals, coins, and collectibles to customers, purchase of inventory and product, and
administrative expenses incurred to operate the business were categorized as operating-related
activity. The results are summarized below:

The results of the RRC Bank Activity Analysis indicate substantial losses from RRC
operating cash activity of over $19 million from January 2012 through November 2018. However,
we understand from RRC personnel that certain investor contributions made in physical metals
were liquidated by RRC through its metals vendors and included as product sales in the RMS
POS System, which was used to identify and categorize the bank account activity. Additionally,
we also understand product purchases were made through various RRC vendors to acquire

69
70

At EX191 to EX192.
At EX193 to EX196.
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physical metals that were used by G.Rust to make certain investor payments. The BRG Team
attempted to specifically identify these transactions and categorize them as investor contributions
or payments, but the RRC accounting records and their processes for recordation did not provide
sufficient information to directly link these transactions to investors. Regardless, even if these
transactions could be directly linked to investors and operating losses reduced, the
recategorization would be futile as the investor activity would only increase and RRC operations
would still be gravely inadequate to finance investor payments and loans made to Rust Related
Parties from the RRC Bank Accounts.
To further evaluate the funding sources available from operations, I have applied other
conservative assumptions to the results from the RRC Bank Activity Analysis, where possible, to
adjust the operating gross profit.71 The results are as follows:

The first adjustment assumed all bank account receipts requiring further investigation
were categorized as product sales. This adjustment increased gross profit by $5.4 million and
provided RRC with the best possible treatment of these unknown deposits.72

71

Gross profit is the amount of money remaining after subtracting the direct cost of the goods sold from sales. Gross
profit can turn to a deficit when the company’s direct product costs exceeds its selling price.
72
This assumption is very conservative as the receipts requiring further investigation likely include substantial
additional investor contributions.
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Additionally, certain investors contributed to and were paid from their Silver Pool
account(s) in physical metals. As addressed above, it is possible some of this activity may have
been included in our calculation of operating gross profit. However, RRC did not account for
these transactions in a manner that BRG could accurately identify and make specific adjustments.
Regardless, even if the amounts could be individually determined, they would be recategorized as
investor-related activity and would only exacerbate the lack of funding to finance the payments to
investors and Rust Related Parties.
For example, one of the largest Silver Pool investors involving physical metal activity was
Mark Oberhansly (“M.Oberhansly”). Again, to further provide RRC with the best possible
treatment for illustration purposes, I have assumed that all of M.Oberhansly’s investor activity
should offset product sales and purchases, thereby increasing operating gross profit. However, if
these adjustments are made, the benefits to gross profit would be negated by the corresponding
increases to investor contributions of $18.2 million and investor payments of $24.3 million when
evaluating the funding sources to pay investors.73
The results from the application of these conservative assumptions increased available
operating gross profit to approximately $4 million (from a deficit of $7.4 million) and decreased
the total operating loss of $19 million (after the application of administrative expenses described
above) to a loss of $8 million, still leaving no funds available from the underlying business
enterprise to finance investor payments.

73

The BRG Team has performed a preliminary analysis of the M.Oberhansly investor activity. The analysis is ongoing, and the amounts may change as the analysis is further refined.
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The RRC Bank Account Analysis also quantified investment and financing activity within
the RRC Bank Accounts. Most of this activity consists of Silver Pool investor contributions and
payments. Below is a summary of the activity:

Even if the conservative assumptions above were applied to the results of the RRC Bank
Activity Analysis, the RRC enterprise was incapable of generating positive cash flow from its
operations to make the investor payments. The chasm between operating results and level of
investor payments made is far too great to conclude anything other than the $145 million paid
through the RRC Bank Accounts was financed from newly acquired investor funds.
(iii)

Identification of Specific Examples of Ponzi Activity

In addition to evaluating the transaction activity on an enterprise or macro-level described
above, below are examples or snapshots at various periods, further illustrating that newly attracted
Silver Pool investments were taken by RRC and G.Rust to finance payments to investors for prior
Silver Pool investments.
The BRG Team analyzed the RRC bank account activity to evaluate funding sources
available for investor payments during the referenced period. Below are four specific examples
ranging from 2014 through 2017 involving patterns of activity consistent with Ponzi schemes:74
74

Additional examples are included in Appendix G.5 (APPG01054 to APPG01150), Appendix G.6 (APPG01151 to
APPG01203), and Appendix G.7 (APPG01204 to APPG01300).
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Example #1 (April 13, 2014, to April 17, 2014)
The following chart summarizes the analysis of all RRC bank account activity between
April 13, 2014, and April 17, 2014 (“Example #1”):75

A demonstrative flow chart is provided as Exhibit 2676 for additional reference.
Example #1 illustrates that RRC incurred a cash flow deficiency of $22,146 (operating
receipts of $149,716 minus operating payments of $171,862) during the period and did not have
funding from this operating activity to make the payments to investors of $302,183 or Rust
Related Parties of $29,000.77 Even if a conservative assumption is applied that the beginning cash
balance was entirely comprised of prior operating profits, which has not been established, there
would be insufficient cash flow from operations to make the investor payments. Therefore, newly
raised investment funds of $265,00078 were taken and used to make the payments to investors and
Rust Related Parties during the period.

75

Additional supporting schedules for Example #1 are included in Appendix G.1 (APPG00002 to APPG00285).
At EX197 to EX198.
77
Investor payments were made to 15 investors on their prior investments.
78
New investor contributions were received from three investors.
76
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Example #2 (August 28, 2016, to August 30, 2016)
The following chart summarizes the analysis of all RRC bank account activity between
August 28, 2016, and August 30, 2016 (“Example #2”):79

A demonstrative flow chart is provided as Exhibit 2780 for additional reference.
Example #2 similarly illustrates insufficient cash flow during the period from its operating
activity to finance the payments to investors, Rust Related Parties, and G.Rust.81 Specifically,
RRC generated receipts from operations of $142,054 and made payments for operating expenses
of $22,622, resulting in operating profit of $119,432. Utilizing the same conservative assumption
that the beginning cash balance of $331,083 was entirely comprised of prior operating profits,
RRC required the newly acquired investment funds of $974,50082 to make the payments to
investors of $474,023, Rust Related Parties of $225,000, and G.Rust of $35,000.

79

Additional supporting schedules for Example #2 are included in Appendix G.2 (APPG00286 to APPG00463).
At EX199 to EX200.
81
Investor payments were made to six investors on their prior investments.
82
New investor contributions were received from 11 investors.
80
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Example #3 (March 19, 2017, to March 23, 2017)
The following chart summarizes the analysis of all RRC bank account activity between
March 19, 2017, and March 23, 2017 (“Example #3”):83

A demonstrative flow chart is provided as Exhibit 2884 for additional reference.
Example #3 also demonstrates a lack of sufficient cash flow from operating activity to
make the payments to investors, Rust Related Parties, and G.Rust during the period without new
investor funds.85 RRC generated operating receipts of $133,746 and paid $51,161 for operating
expenses producing gross profit of $82,585. Again, under the same conservative assumption
regarding the composition of the beginning cash balance, RRC would still be required to apply
newly solicited investor funds of $607,64886 to make the payments to investors of $557,101, Rust
Related Parties of $100,100, and G.Rust of $62,000.

83

Additional supporting schedules for Example #3 are included in Appendix G.3 (APPG00464 to APPG00759).
At EX201 to EX202.
85
Investor payments were made to 20 investors on their prior investments.
86
New investor contributions were received from six investors.
84
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Example #4 (August 6, 2017, to August 10, 2017)
The following chart summarizes the analysis of all RRC bank activity between August 6,
2017, and August 10, 2017 (“Example #4”):87

A demonstrative flow chart is provided as Exhibit 2988 for additional reference.
Example #4 reveals RRC incurred an operating cash flow deficit of $51,810 (operating
receipts of $113,586 minus operating payments of $165,396) for the period and did not have
sufficient funding from its operations to make the other non-operating payments to investors, Rust
Related Parties, and G.Rust.89 Moreover, the beginning cash balance of $77,568 was not large
enough for any possible historical operating profit to be drawn. This activity further supports the
conclusion that newly obtained investor funds totaling $646,96890 were diverted to pay investor
payments on prior obligations of $265,590, Rust Related Parties of $157,500, and G.Rust of
$65,000.

87

Additional supporting schedules for Example #4 are included in Appendix G.4 (APPG00760 to APPG01053).
At EX203 to EX204.
89
Investor payments were issued to 20 investors on their prior investments.
90
New investor contributions were received from six investors.
88
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The specific Ponzi examples discussed above and supplemented in Appendix G,91
evidence that newly acquired investor funds were taken by G.Rust and used to make payments to
investors for promised returns, finance other business ventures, and for personal means to further
perpetuate the Ponzi scheme.
1.

Summary of Total Investor Activity Identified to Date

Below is a summary of total investor contributions and payments identified to date
pursuant to the BRG Team’s 2008–2010 Analysis, RRC Bank Account Analysis, and its ongoing
analysis of investor accounts:

The chart reveals over $225 million of investor contributions have been identified by the
BRG Team to date. The break-out of these amounts is as follows:

91

At APPG00001 to APPG01300.
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The chart also shows over $175 million of investor payments have been discovered to
date. The break-out of these amounts is as follows:

The BRG Team continues to examine the M.Oberhansly Silver Pool account activity. The
amounts referenced above were obtained from our initial analysis and may change and be refined
further. Unfortunately, we have been required to reconstruct the M.Oberhansly account activity
from investor statements, RRC investor receipts, other located RRC documentation, and
additional information obtained from third parties as a result of being informed that
M.Oberhansly burned his investment records upon the appointment of the Receiver.
Additionally, the BRG Team has identified over $44 million in other possible additional
investor contributions and over $25 million of other possible additional investor payments that
were made in either cash, physical metals, or other currencies, which continue to be investigated.
As a result, investor contributions could be over $270 million and payment to investors could be
over $200 million. As the reconciliation process progresses, these amounts could materially
change as more clarity is obtained.
As previously described, the Receiver, his counsel, and the BRG Team continue to
evaluate investor activity through the “clawback” litigation and claims reconciliation process. A
significant challenge in finalizing the investor analyses pertain to contributions by investors and
investor payments made by G.Rust involving physical metals and cash. To accurately reflect
actual investor activity for ultimate resolution, the Receiver, his legal counsel, and the BRG Team
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continue to request additional documentation and review the investment activity directly with
investors or their counsel.
The investor activity identified to date is evidence of the ever-increasing need for new
investor money to fund and further the Ponzi scheme.
2.

Investor Money Not Used for its Intended Purpose

A thorough analysis and study of investor questionnaires, claim forms, and certain
investor declarations by the Receiver,92 his legal counsel, and the BRG Team, indicated investors
believed their Silver Pool investment contributions were being used by G.Rust to earn a lucrative
and safe return by: (a) trading 50% of their investment utilizing a program involving an HSBC
trading account and their silver trading strategies, and (b) purchasing physical silver with the
remaining 50% of their investment which was to be securely and safely held at Brink’s.
Unfortunately for investors, the representations and activities surrounding the Silver Pool
were false. G.Rust admitted in the FBI Interviews and in the Initial Receiver Interview that the
silver trading activity included in the investor statements was fictitious, HSBC was not used for
trading silver, physical silver purportedly purchased and held at Brink’s did not exist, and investor
funds were used to finance his other unrelated business ventures. The Receiver, his legal counsel,
and the BRG Team further corroborated these admissions through additional investigation and
analysis.93
Instead of actually trading silver with HSBC and purchasing physical silver to be held at
Brink’s for investors as intended, newly acquired investor funds were commingled and used to:
(a) fund the RRC business operations, (b) pay other investor’s returns and principal withdrawals,
and (c) finance other unrelated businesses and personal endeavors.

92
93

See Exhibit 8 (EX098 to EX125) and Appendix I (APPI00001 to APPI00041).
The HSBC and Brink’s representations are further addressed in Section IV.G.3.c (pp. 49 to 51).
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This section will primarily focus on the quantification of investor monies used to finance
the unrelated businesses and personal endeavors of the Rust family. The use of investor funds for
the operations of RRC and investor payments was addressed above in Section IV.G.1.
(a)

Admissions of Misuse of Funds

When questioned by the FBI and UDOS during the FBI Interviews, G.Rust admitted to the
misuse of funds whereby Silver Pool funds were used to fund his other businesses. Below is an
excerpt from the interview:
Excerpt #6 – Misuse of Funds94
Ms. Liz Blaylock:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA Jason Henrikson:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:

(b)

Have you ever misused funds, where you've taken funds from the
investment pool to fund one of your other businesses?
To do pieces in that business? Yes.
Did the investor know that that's what was going to happen to their funds?
No. Because it wasn't intended to happen at that time.

Net Payments to Rust Related Parties

Through the course of our investigation and analysis of RRC, its principals, and various
related parties, the BRG Team has identified substantial transaction activity in which funds,
primarily from investors, were transferred or paid by RRC for the benefit of various Rust Related
Parties involving unrelated businesses and personal endeavors of the Rust family including:


Real estate investments;95



Acquisition and maintenance of a significant stable of race horses;96



Entertainment businesses (including music and video production);97

94

See Exhibit 13 (EX150 – #19), Exhibit 30 (EX205 to EX206), or Appendix A.1.1 (APPA00079).
Real estate included (a) RLE audio-production studio (“Huge Studio”) located in Salt Lake City, Utah, (b)
Victorian home located in Salt Lake City, Utah, (c) video production studio and event center located in Provo, Utah
(“Big Door”), (d) residence of G.Rust and D.Rust located in Layton, Utah (the “Ranch”), (e) residential condo
located in St. George, Utah, (f) home and horse stable in Carrollton, Ohio, and (g) five properties located in Alaska
(“Alaska Properties”).
96
RLR was a horse racing operation that owned approximately 100 horses located in New Mexico and Kentucky.
97
G.Rust operated numerous business ventures focused on music and the development of audio and video content
including RLE, LMA, R&P, Torque, Harper, YLDSN, and WD.
95
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Online music education program;98



Event planning business;99 and



Essential oils and alternative medicine business.100

Below is a summary of the identified net payments to Rust Related Parties pursuant to our
independent analyses performed to date:101

The BRG Team also analyzed the balance sheets obtained from the RRC QuickBooks
system as of June 30, 2018, which indicates a notes receivable balance pertaining to various Rust
Related Parties totaling $43.5 million.102 Additionally, we have reviewed a balance sheet obtained

98

Tool Kit was developing a custom learning-management system that included thousands of hours of high-quality
music instruction videos. Music instructors could assess the video content, assign lessons and assignments, and
monitor their student’s progress.
99
S&T was an event planning and party equipment leasing company operated by RLE.
100
A.Franklin was involved in the business of selling certain health and wellness products.
101
See Exhibit 22 (EX184 to EX186) and Appendix B (APPB00001 to APPB03511), Appendix C (APPC00001 to
APPC05023), Appendix D (APPD00001 to APPD06708) for additional details regarding the 2008-2010 Analysis.
See Exhibit 23 (EX187 to EX190), Exhibit 24 (EX191 to EX192), Exhibit 25 (EX193 to EX196) and Appendix E
(APPE00001 to APPE03728) for additional details regarding the RRC Bank Account Analysis.
See Exhibit 63 (EX346 to EX347), Exhibit 64, (EX348 to EX349), Exhibit 65 (EX350 to EX351), Exhibit 66
(EX352 to EX353), Exhibit 67 (EX354 to EX355), Exhibit 68 (EX356 to EX357), Exhibit 69 (EX358 to EX359),
Exhibit 70 (EX360 to EX361), Exhibit 71 (EX362 to EX363), and Appendix F.2 (APPF00099 to APPF00165) for
additional details regarding the Rust Personal Accounts Analysis.
102
See Exhibit 19 (EX173 to EX175), Exhibit 31 (EX207 to EX208) or Appendix J.11 (APPJ02633).
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from the RRC Acumatica accounting system dated as of September 30, 2018,103 referencing a
notes receivable balance of $45.1 million. These balance sheet reports are cumulative and would
include additional activity for periods prior to amounts identified in our 2008–2010 Analysis and
further activity during the small gap period between our 2008–2010 Analysis and RRC Bank
Account Analysis.104
The results of our independent analyses and the reports from the RRC accounting systems
are relatively close in amount. The BRG Team believes a reasonable range of total net funds paid
by RRC to Rust Related Parties would be between $42 million and $45 million.
As previously discussed in Section IV.G.1, RRC did not have operating cash flow
remotely sufficient to cover over $42 million in payments to Rust Related Parties. The investors
were unaware their investment funds were being misused by G.Rust to finance his other business
endeavors instead of trading and purchasing silver through the Silver Pool as intended.
3.

Promise of High, Consistent, and Safe Returns Used to Attract New
Investors

A pervasive Ponzi scheme characteristic identified in this matter includes the promises of
high and consistent returns with little to no risk used to attract new investors. These promises are
inconsistent with a CFTC’s brochure educating the public regarding risks of purchasing precious
metals. This public service campaign describes three common ways to invest in precious metals,
including the purchase of (a) physical metal from a bank or other dealer, (b) precious metals
securities, and (c) futures contracts, all of which involve some risk.105

103

RRC and RLE were in process of transitioning their accounting systems to the Acumatica software when the
Receiver was appointed on November 15, 2018 and not all transaction activity was recorded in the system based on
our discussions with RRC personnel. See Exhibit 32 (EX209 to EX210) or Appendix J.12 (APPJ02794) for the
September 2018 Balance Sheet obtained from Acumatica.
104
The small gap period between our 2008–2010 Analysis and RRC Bank Account Analysis is from October 1, 2011
through December 31, 2011.
105
See Exhibit 33 (EX211 to EX213) – CFTC brochure “The Risks of Buying Gold, Silver & Platinum.”
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The BRG Team analyzed substantial information and compiled numerous examples of
G.Rust’s representations to investors regarding the expected returns and safety of the Silver Pool
investment. Our analysis includes, but is not limited to, the following:


FBI Interviews;



Initial Receiver Interview;



Receiver Investor Analysis;106



Investor Questionnaires;



Investor Claim Forms;



G.Rust Emails;



Declarations from D.Costanzo and H.Hess; and



Investor Discussions.

The examples and corresponding evidence identified below demonstrate G.Rust exploited
the enticing lure of high, consistent, and safe investment returns as a vehicle to continually attract
new investors and investments to the Silver Pool, allowing the Ponzi scheme to continue and
escalate until the appointment of the Receiver.
(a)

Promise of High Investment Returns

The Receiver Investor Analysis identified over 115 investor responses and other evidence
relating to G.Rust’s representations regarding promised or expected returns of the Silver Pool.
The responses ranged from approximately 6% to 120% per year, with most responses averaging
around 20% to 40%. Below are several examples of investor responses:
Investor VP:
Investor DK:
Investor NS:
Investor RH:

“min. 25% annually. 40% avg. as high as 70%.”107
“40% was low – sometimes 100%.”108
“2 to 10% per month, with 3 to 5% ROI being average.”109
“20-30% annually”110

106

See Exhibit 8 (EX098 to EX125) and Appendix I (APPI00001 to APPI00041).
See Exhibit 8 (EX100 – Line 53).
108
See Exhibit 8 (EX100 – Line 41).
109
See Exhibit 8 (EX101 – Line 56).
110
See Exhibit 8 (EX101 – Line 71).
107
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Investor KO:
Investor RW:
Investor ZF:
Investor KF:
Investor JC:
Investor CB:
Investor BG:
Investor WH:

“10-25% per year”111
“12-30% per year”112
“at least 50%”113
“20-40%”114
“20% to 50% annually”115
“At least 20%”116
“Gaylen said we would make 6 to 8% interest on the
investment.”117
“30-40% annually – said his highest year was 70% plus &
lowest ever was 12%.”118

The declarations of D.Costanzo and H.Hess provided additional evidence addressing
representations regarding investment returns for the Silver Pool. D.Costanzo declared G.Rust
represented achieving annual returns of approximately 30% to 40% per year for the Silver Pool
over the past few years.119 H.Hess declared G.Rust represented consistent average annual returns
of 20% to 25%.120
During the FBI Interviews, G.Rust also indicated to SA Malpede that he told investors the
Silver Pool returns averaged between 20% and 25%. Below is an excerpt from the interview:
Excerpt #7 – Investor Returns121
SA James Malpede:

Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:

Of that, how much profit have you actually earned? What's your
trading -- because I know what you've been telling people, 25 -- 20,
25 percent on average. The worst year ever was 1984 -No, I didn't say (inaudible).
-- when it was only 12 percent.
Yeah. Twelve percent was the worst.
And, you know, you had a great year, a hundred and something
percent another year. What's the real -I -- okay. I ---reality?
I never told people that we made a hundred percent.
Yes, you did.
But they did --

111

See Exhibit 8 (EX101 – Line 75).
See Exhibit 8 (EX101 – Line 72).
113
See Exhibit 8 (EX101 – Line 63).
114
See Exhibit 8 (EX101 – Line 78).
115
See Exhibit 8 (EX102 – Line 106).
116
See Exhibit 8 (EX102 – Line 89).
117
See Exhibit 8 (EX101 – Line 87).
118
See Exhibit 8 (EX100 – Line 37).
119
See Exhibit 34 (EX217) or Appendix N.3 (APPN00012).
120
See Exhibit 35 (EX235 to EX236) or Appendix N.4 (APPN00030 to APPN00031).
121
See Exhibit 13 (EX149 – #16), Exhibit 36 (EX252 to EX255), or Appendix A.1.2 (APPA00149 to APPA00151).
112
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SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:

Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:

We absolutely have it recorded that you did. Okay. We've done a lot
of work in this case.
Okay.
Don't try to pull the wool over our eyes.
I'm not trying to Okay. We've (inaudible).
(Inaudible) my conversations (inaudible).
I Could probably play you the recording where you said you earned
112 percent one year. So -The best year -So what's the -- don't tell me the best. What's the reality?
I always told people 20 to 25 percent.
On average.
On average.
And for the last five years, the worst year you've had is 40 percent.
Twenty percent.
I know what you've told people. I'm not interested in what you've told
people. I want to know what the truth is. What have you really been
doing? Of the money -- of the 20 percent or less that you've actually
been trading in silver -Those percentages are what they will receive.
No. I don't care what you planned to pay them.
Okay.
What's the truth of what you actually traded.
I've never figured it. I've never figured it.

G.Rust also indicated during the Initial Receiver Interview that investors expected to earn
20% to 25% or more in annual returns.
(b)

Consistent Investment Returns and Payments

The Receiver and BRG Team also identified investor responses, documents, transaction
activity, and other evidence regarding representations and reporting to investors of consistent
returns. The Receiver Investor Analysis identified over 50 examples involving the consistency of
the Silver Pool returns and investor payments. Below are several examples of investor responses:
Investor KW:
Investor KM:
Investor VN:

“[Gaylen said] in 30 years of trading – Never lost 1 oz.”122
“I was told that I could take monthly draws if I wanted.”123
“My father and brother had been invested for about 10 years with a consistent
monthly income when they retired.”124

122

See Exhibit 8 (EX112 – Line 273).
See Exhibit 8 (EX112 – Line 278).
124
See Exhibit 8 (EX110 – Line 246).
123
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Investor BA:
Investor RB:
Investor JF:
Investor CO:
Investor CF:
Investor JC:
Investor RH:

“Gaylen said, never a losing month.”125
“I saw [Investor AW] was getting consistent weekly returns and his dad was also
successful and I was told he was getting weekly returns”126
“I was informed in our meeting that we would be allotted a monthly scheduled
withdrawal to an agreed amount.”127
“[Family member] often showed us accounting statements from Rust Rare coin
and showed us the positive returns he had over the last 8 years.”128
“Gaylen sold us on creating a retirement income with our silver investment –
acquiring enough ounces to then be able to withdraw a monthly income.”129
“I also spoke with other investors that had received these fantastic ‘profits’ for
years and years.”130
“After [my brother] telling us of the monthly gains that were being achieved, we
decided to look into the investment more and then decided to invest.”131

As part of its investor analysis, the BRG Team analyzed the detailed investment activity of
the Fern Oberhansly (“F.Oberhansly”) investor account. This account is one of many examples
evidencing consistent periodic payments made to investors in the Silver Pool program. Contained
in Exhibit 37132 is a detailed schedule of investor payments for the F.Oberhansly investor
account, showing consistent monthly payments to F.Oberhansly’s two daughters, Sally Bastian
(“S.Bastian”) and Susan Famulary (“S.Famulary”), of $4,000 each from March 2013 to July
2017.133
In addition to the F.Oberhansly account, our investigation revealed similar monthly
payment patterns for a large volume of Silver Pool investors. Some of this detailed investor
activity is documented in the RRC Bank Account Analysis.134 This long-running pattern of
consistent payments to investors was another tool used by G.Rust to successfully solicit new
investment funds and portray a sense of legitimacy.

125

See Exhibit 8 (EX099 – Line 8).
See Exhibit 8 (EX111 – Line 254).
127
See Exhibit 8 (EX111 – Line 257).
128
See Exhibit 8 (EX111 – Line 269).
129
See Exhibit 8 (EX100 – Line 33).
130
See Exhibit 8 (EX111 – Line 258).
131
See Exhibit 8 (EX111 – Line 263).
132
At EX256 to EX260.
133
See Appendix H.5 (APPH00011 to APPH00015) and Appendix H.6 (APPH00016 to APPH00187) for the
detailed activity.
134
See Appendix E.1 (Detailed Schedule); pages APPE00531 to APPE00682. Our analysis of additional investor
payments made in physical metals is still ongoing.
126
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(c)

Safe Investment Returns with Minimal to No Risk

Ponzi scheme promoters often pursue new investor funds by providing representations of
safety, security, and minimal risk. Representations made by G.Rust to investors regarding the
structure and mechanics of the Silver Pool program are no exception. Two essential components
of the scheme were false. G.Rust represented to investors that (a) 50% of the their investment
would be traded through HSBC utilizing their institutional trading strategies and proprietary
algorithms, and (b) the remaining 50% of their investment would be used to purchase physical
silver to be safely stored at Brink’s. These representations, along with continued assurances of
minimal to no risk, provided investors with a false sense of safety and comfort prolonging the
Ponzi scheme to the detriment of new investors.
(i)

Specific Examples of Representations Regarding Silver
Pool Investment Risk

The Receiver and the BRG Team also discovered G.Rust continually assured investors the
Silver Pool program contained little to no risk. The Receiver Investor Analysis identified over 100
examples of representations made to investors about the risks associated with the Silver Pool
investment.135 Below is a sampling of those representations:
Investor NS:
Investor RJ:
Investor CH:
Investor SM:
Investor SD:
Investor GC:
Investor KB:

“It was so safe that nothing could go wrong”; “He told me that it was risk free
and that I should put all my money into the program.”136
“We were told this was a safe investment.”137
“Gaylen assured the others and me that there was no risk since there would be
massive amount of silver that could be converted to cash at any time.”138
“Gaylen indicated our investment was 100% secure.”139
“Investment could not fail based on the fact it was physical silver.”140
“Risk was minimal to non-existent.”141
“We were told it was low risk. They would only trade 50% of investment at time.
They were audited 3 times annually.”142

135

See Exhibit 8 (EX098 to EX125) and Appendix I (APPI00001 to APPI00041).
See Exhibit 8 (EX106 – Line 182 and 183).
137
See Exhibit 8 (EX108 – Line 221).
138
See Exhibit 8 (EX104 – Line 129).
139
See Exhibit 8 (EX106 – Line 175).
140
See Exhibit 8 (EX106 – Line 160).
141
See Exhibit 8 (EX105 – Line 157).
142
See Exhibit 8 (EX105 – Line 149).
136
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Investor SB:
Investor EF:
Investor JC:
Investor BT:
Investor DL:
Investor CF:
Investor WH:

“We would always have our physical silver.”143
“You would have actual silver secured at Brinks.”144
“I also spoke with other investors that had received these fantastic ‘profits’ for
years and years.”145
“I was told it was backed up with physical silver that resided at a Brinks location.
In 2014 Gaylen showed me a Brinks statement that showed approx. 2 million
ounces in storage.”146
“They explained that he had been doing it for years and there was ZERO
RISK.”147
“There was a 225.00 fee paid to HSBC Bank on every trade. Only half of the
silver pool was traded at one time. Silver would never go to zero.”148
“Told by Galen [sic] there was no risk, as we would always be holding physical
silver.” 149

Additionally, the D.Costanzo declaration describes certain representations made by
G.Rust regarding the mechanics and safety of the Silver Pool program, including:150


Investment was low risk;



Money invested in the Silver Pool would be used to purchase physical silver
bullion, but at any given time only 50% of investments were traded;



All purchased silver bullion was pooled and held in vaults at Brink’s unless or
until required to be delivered to a broker as part of a silver trade;



Millions of ounces of silver were held in vaults at Brink’s for investors;



Silver trades were performed through an HSBC account;



Never experienced a losing month, much less a losing year trading silver; and



RRC was currently holding almost $80 million in silver.

The H.Hess declaration also states similar representations regarding the Silver Pool
program, including:151


Physical silver was purchased and stored at Brink’s facility in Utah and Los
Angeles;



Silver trades for all investors were conducted through an RRC account at
HSBC; and

143

See Exhibit 8 (EX105 – Line 142).
See Exhibit 8 (EX105 – Line 152).
145
See Exhibit 8 (EX111 – Line 258).
146
See Exhibit 8 (EX107 – Line 203).
147
See Exhibit 8 (EX106 – Line 171).
148
See Exhibit 8 (EX106 – Line 162).
149
See Exhibit 8 (EX106 – Line 165).
150
See Exhibit 34 (EX217 – EX218) or Appendix N.3 (APPN00012 – APPN00013).
151
See Exhibit 35 (EX236) or Appendix N.4 (APPN00031).
144
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RRC had 150 investors and about $80 million under management.
(ii)

Representations About HSBC Were False

During the FBI Interviews, G.Rust admitted to having made false representations to
investors concerning the involvement of HSBC with the Silver Pool trading program. Below is an
excerpt from the interview:
Excerpt #8 – HSBC152
SA James Malpede:

Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:

Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:

So the process that you talk about where you take investor money,
you buy silver, you then utilize HSBC's algorithm from this guy -what was his name that you used?
Jim Steel (phonetic).
Steel. I know he's a real person.
He's a real person.
Do you actually know him? Do you actually know him?
Yes.
So if I called up Mr. Steel and said, "Do you know" -Gaylen Rust.
"Gaylen Rust?" He's going to say, "I know him."
Absolutely.
And you guys -- is he going to tell me you guys have any kind of a
business relationship where he's feeding you information from their
algorithm as to when to buy and -No. (Inaudible) -Okay. So that's a lie.
That part, yes.
Okay. Thank you. So when -- what is the true relationship with
HSBC?
I've had a relationship with Jim Steel for years.
Okay. Outside of a personal relationship, what's your business
relationship with him in terms of this trading program?
I don't have one.

Having conducted its own examination, HSBC failed to identify evidence of any
relationship or trading accounts, past or present, between itself and G.Rust, RRC, or RLE, thus
substantiating G.Rust’s admission to the same.153 Further, the BRG Team found no evidence of
any payments or trading activity with HSBC during our investigation.

152
153

See Exhibit 13 (EX148 – #13), Exhibit 38 (EX261 to EX264), or Appendix A.1.2 (APPA00151 to APPA00153).
See Exhibit 39 (EX265 to EX266) or Appendix N.2 (APPN00008).
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(iii)

Representations About Brink’s Were False

During the FBI Interviews, G.Rust further admitted the ostensibly large volume of silver
said to have been purchased and securely held at Brink’s did not exist. Below are three excerpts
from the interviews:
Excerpt #9 – Brink’s154
SA Jason Henrikson:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:

I mean, their understanding is that they are a hundred percent
secured in silver sitting at Brink's. They're relying on that.
Un-huh (affirmative). Yeah, and right now, I do not have that nor do
I have it in gold. Will I? Yes. But I guess that's up to you guys.

Excerpt #10 – Brink’s155
SA Jason Henrikson:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA Jason Henrikson:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:

How much do you -- I mean, how much do you have at Brink's in
Salt Lake right now?
Almost nothing.
How much do you have at Brink's in L.A.?
Almost nothing.

Excerpt #11 – Brink’s156
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:

Mr. Gaylen Rust:
SA James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:

Okay. Brink's. We know that you've told investors that, you know -We store --- once the HSBC transaction finishes, you work with A-Mark and
Dillon Gage and whoever the wholesalers are, and it doesn't -- that
the silver is stored primarily at the Brink's warehouse here in Salt
Lake, but some is stored in L.A. to facilitate it, and/or it's in transit to
fulfill the contracts. We've heard that. How much silver is being
stored at Brink's?
Almost nothing right now.
Yeah. So -- okay. So all of those statements that you've provided to
investors are all lies, correct?
Correct.

G.Rust also represented to D.Costanzo that RRC was holding almost $80 million in
silver.157
Additionally, a review of the Brink’s declaration executed on October 1, 2018, indicated:
(a) neither G.Rust nor RRC had a contract with Brink’s to move or store silver, (b) Brink’s was

154

See Exhibit 13 (EX148 – #10), Exhibit 40 (EX267 to EX268), or Appendix A.1.1 (APPA00099)
See Exhibit 13 (EX148 – #11), Exhibit 41 (EX269 to EX270), or Appendix A.1.1 (APPA00129)
156
See Exhibit 13 (EX148 – #12), Exhibit 42 (EX271 to EX273), or Appendix A.1.2 (APPA00159 to APPA00160)
157
See Exhibit 34 (EX218) or Appendix N.3 (APPN00013).
155
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not currently storing silver nor had it ever stored $77 million worth of silver on behalf of RRC or
G.Rust, (c) $77 million worth of silver would fill approximately eight tractor-trailers, (d) fees
charged by Brink’s for the storage of $77 million of silver would be in excess $100,000 per year,
and (e) no evidence was discovered of any annual fee paid by RRC or G.Rust for the storage of
silver, let alone annual fees approaching $100,000.158
I have observed no evidence supporting claims made by G.Rust that silver was actually
purchased in the volume or manner purported in connection with the Silver Pool program and
stored at Brink’s. Investor requests for draws in the form of physical metals were not made from a
large inventory of pooled silver stored at Brink’s, which did not exist, but from metals acquired
on an as-needed basis pursuant to the specific draw request. Silver or other metals acquired to
satisfy these requests were purchased through the RRC coin store, RRC’s precious metals
vendors, or gathered from a small commingled cache of investor metals in a G.Rust designated
area within the RRC vault from which G.Rust would circulate metals on an as-needed basis. We
have seen no evidence these metals were segregated and stored for specific investors.
The BRG Team identified minimal payments to Brink’s, totaling approximately $8,600
from 2008 through November 15, 2018, in connection with limited shipping and transportation
services. These payments do not appear to relate to the storage of silver and are woefully deficient
to cover the storage costs associated with the quantities of silver represented to be stored at
Brink’s.
(iv)

Attraction of New Investors or Investments

Ponzi schemes often rely on and require the illusion of a successful investment, lucrative
promised returns, consistent payment history, and security to attract an ever-increasing supply of
new investor funds. These inducements (many discussed above) not only create a sense of

158

See Exhibit 43 (EX276) or Appendix N.1 (APPN00004).
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credibility for the initial transaction but also pave the way to establishing long trusting
relationships with investors and support the recruitment of prospective investors. Often, the
schemer preys on creating anxiety and fear of missing out that often leads to recommendations
from family members, close friends, community associations, or religious affiliations (where trust
and credibility are frequently cornerstones of the relationship) to induce further investment. This
instance is not exempt and shares similar patterns of activity.
The Receiver Investor Analysis identified over 80 instances in which inducements,
investment history, and relationships of trust played a significant role in enticing investors to
make initial or further investments. A few of the examples are referenced below:159
Investor BT:

Investor DJR:
Investor NS:
Investor LT:
Investor DM:

Investor GB:
Investor MR:

“I invested because my father-in-law and grandfather in-law, as well as many
other family members had invested years before and had been living well on their
distributions. Also, some of these family members have known Gaylen Rust for
many years, and thought they knew and could trust him. Also, Gaylen was
thought as an expert in precious metals, having thought to have proved that
through his brick & mortar operations for decades.”160
“Meeting with Gaylen, talking to him on the phone, and looking at his history
with the Mormon Church led me to 'believe' his commitment in his ability to
better invest my retirement and inherited funds.”161
“I thought that with Gaylen's trustworthy reputation in the community and the
rare coin business that he could do no wrong.”162
“It was highly recommended by [family friend] who described his litmus test of
whether Galen [sic] Rust was legitimate.”163
“I felt secure in the investment knowing that many of my neighbors and friends
had been investing in this for several years. I trusted that these people were very
conscientious investors and having been successful for years this would be a safe
investment."164
“My brother's sister-in-law invested several years ago and she was very happy
with it. We honestly felt like this was a safe investment.”165
"My associate . . . had been invested for over 8 years with Gaylen @ the time . . .
He had received a good return & had been paid large amounts of interest on his
investment. Because he had done it so long it made some of the 'red flags' seem
less worrisome."166

159

See Exhibit 8 (EX098 to EX125) and Appendix I (APPI00001 to APPI00041).
See Exhibit 8 (EX118 – Line 356).
161
See Exhibit 8 (EX115 – Line 318).
162
See Exhibit 8 (EX116 – Line 333).
163
See Exhibit 8 (EX116 – Line 336).
164
See Exhibit 8 (EX118 – Line 358).
165
See Exhibit 8 (EX119 – Line 368).
166
See Exhibit 8 (EX116 – Line 330).
160
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(v)

Specific Example of Fictitious Silver Pool Investor
Returns

An analysis of the F.Oberhansly Silver Pool account provides a clear example of the high
investment returns accrued to Silver Pool investors, significantly inflated investor account
balances, and the facade of a very prosperous and safe investment program devised by G.Rust in
order to attract new investments to sustain the Ponzi scheme and fund his various business
enterprises. Below is a chart summarizing the Silver Pool account activity for F.Oberhansly from
2008 through her death in February 2017:167

F.Oberhansly was an early investor in the Silver Pool program. Before her death, she
made actual investment contributions totaling $2.6 million and received draws totaling $463,500
for a net principal balance of $2.1 million from actual transaction activity. An analysis of the
investor activity and statements for the period preceding her death indicates a net total of 2.4
million silver ounces were added to her account, resulting in an account value of $42.3 million as

167

See Exhibit 44 (EX279 to EX280) or Appendix H.1 (APPH00002 to APPH00003).
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of February 2, 2017.168 Comparing the investor statement value to the actual transaction activity, I
calculated fictitious earnings of approximately $40.1 million reported by G.Rust, representing a
cumulative return of 1,867%.169 This fictitious activity translated to an average compound annual
return of roughly 49%.
After F.Oberhansly’s death, her estate was required to prepare an estate tax return and pay
any estate tax due based on asset values. The tax preparer included an asset value of $42.6 million
(almost entirely relating to the fictitious value of her Silver Pool account) in calculating the
estimated tax due of $16.4 million. The estate requested the tax payment be made from the Silver
Pool account. Around the same time period, S.Bastian and S.Famulary also sought to liquidate
their beneficial interest in the Silver Pool account.
As a result of the pressure to liquidate the F.Oberhansly account, G.Rust heavily recruited
new investments from the pool of existing and prospective investors and their group leaders to
cover the large requested payments. These efforts also included seeking further investment from
M.Oberhansly, a beneficiary of the F.Oberhansly estate, and a separate investor in the Silver Pool.
At the request of G.Rust, M.Oberhansly agreed to reinvest a substantial portion of the physical
gold and silver received from historical Silver Pool withdrawals. Upon receipt, these metals were
primarily liquidated through RRC vendors and commingled with other new investor
contributions. The proceeds were subsequently used to make the F.Oberhansly tax payment and
other liquidation payments to S.Bastian and S.Famulary totaling $23.9 million170 based on
discussion with G.Rust, RRC Bank Activity Analysis, and analysis of the RRC point-of-sale
systems. The F.Oberhansly account provides strong evidence of the compounding effect on

168

Net ounces added to F.Oberhansly’s account were the result of investor contributions, fictitious earnings, less
investor draws.
169
See Exhibit 45 (EX281 to EX283) or Appendix H.2 (APPH00004 to APPH00006).
170
See Exhibit 46 (EX284 to EX285) for a chart illustrating the F.Oberhansly Silver Pool account activity. See
Appendix H (APPH00001 to APPH00697) for additional supporting details and information.
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investment returns and investor account balances generated from the fictitious (short sale) silver
trading activity fabricated by G.Rust as part of the scheme.
The lucrative investment returns and staggering account growth reported to investors
supplied the required fuel for G.Rust to secure new investor funding for escalating investor
payments, to finance other business endeavors, and to further the scheme. These unrealistic
compounding returns were unsustainable and would have certainly led to the eventual collapse of
the scheme. The intervention by the Court in 2018 saved additional unsuspecting investors from
likely losing tens of millions of dollars.
4.

Secrecy, Exclusivity, and Complexity of Scheme

Commonly, schemers capitalize on an investor’s lack of knowledge, competence, or
understanding of an investment or investment strategy. The schemer may claim use of a
proprietary, overly complex, or secretive investment strategy in an effort to avoid focused
questioning from investors and having to provide information that could lead to detection.
Schemers often safeguard the details of the investor activity and orchestrated scheme by solely
preparing investor statements, communicating with investors, or managing investor-related
documentation. If the scheme escalates in size requiring other personnel or parties for its
continuance, the schemer may compartmentalize its staff and duties so that any given employee
would not have sufficient knowledge or access to information to fully understand and expose the
scheme.
Secrecy, exclusivity, and complexity are Ponzi scheme traits and devices used by
schemers to hide the true financial activity surrounding the investment while also attempting to
manage and control participation to minimize risks of future discovery as the scheme continues to
escalate.
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(a)

Secrecy of the Silver Pool Activity

In this case, for the most part, specific details regarding investor transaction activity,
communications, and related documentation were often private, secretive in nature, and mostly
protected by G.Rust from most RRC personnel pursuant to our investigation. Our discussions
with former employees and RRC professionals confirmed that G.Rust managed and controlled the
investor side of the RRC business, and largely concealed the specifics concerning investor
activities. Below is a sampling from our conversations:


Michael Allred (“M.Allred”)171 stated G.Rust had a separate system for
tracking investor activity. G.Rust prepared investor statements and kept his
own set of books for investor accounts. Adjustments relating to investor
activity were made to QuickBooks only when provided by G.Rust.



Travis Fenton (“T.Fenton”)172 said the RRC tax returns were always a lastminute rush and, in hindsight, did not know whether or not that was
intentional. The tax returns were prepared based on representations from RRC
and information from QuickBooks. G.Rust handled any questions regarding
investor accounts.



Felicia Frey (“F.Frey”)173 confirmed G.Rust managed the investor side of the
RRC business and was the only one who prepared investor statements. She
indicated that any investor contributions and withdrawals were prearranged
between G.Rust and the investor.



Larry Call (“L.Call”)174 explained G.Rust would often liquidate metals
received from investors or purchase new metals used to make payments to
investors through RRC. When this occurred, the transactions were entered into
the RRC POS System under an account titled “Gaylen’s Accounts.” Specific
investor names were not tracked or referenced in the system.



Heather Cookson (“H.Cookson”)175 indicated she did not know much about
the investor accounts. Any customer involved in the silver trading accounts
was directed to either G.Rust or F.Frey.

171

M.Allred was the RRC internal accountant.
T.Fenton was the RRC external accountant used for tax return preparation.
173
F.Frey was the administrative assistant to G.Rust and had significant interactions with investors. She primarily
assisted with clerical and administrative duties relating to the Silver Pool.
174
L.Call started with RRC in 1999 and was responsible for cash flow management, sales, purchases, and other
operational duties of the store.
175
H.Cookson primarily worked the front reception desk of RRC.
172
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Additionally, H.Hess became increasingly curious and concerned about the management
of the Silver Pool as both a former employee and investor. In his declaration, H.Hess described
his observations and experiences as being consistent with the secretive nature of the Silver Pool
program, including:176


D.Rust, F.Frey, and M.Allred had administrative roles in the Silver Pool
program, but G.Rust kept each of their involvement separate.



G.Rust always met with investors alone in his office.



Investor statements were personally prepared by G.Rust and placed in sealed
envelopes before being given to F.Frey for distribution.

As discussed, G.Rust created, maintained, controlled, and distributed the false
investor statements and primarily communicated directly with investors. The BRG Team located
investor statements in computer file folders controlled and maintained by G.Rust on the RRC file
server and his office computer.
(b)

Exclusivity of the Silver Pool Program

In my experience, the schemer does not necessarily want to cast a wide net to expand and
diversify their investor pool unless necessary to cover the ever-increasing payments promised to
investors in a Ponzi scheme. Instead, creating exclusivity by targeting new investments through
trusting relationships, close family connections, and other common affiliations (i.e., religious or
tight social circles) lessens the probability of someone recognizing red flags, asking too many
questions, or reporting activity to law enforcement or regulators.
G.Rust’s approach was very similar in this case. A sense of exclusivity with respect to the
Silver Pool was generated by limiting and managing investor participation through trusting, longterm relationships and often establishing minimum investing requirements stringent enough to

176

See Exhibit 35 (EX237) or Appendix N.4 (APPN00032).
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lure additional investors with significant financial resources tied to those relationships.
G.Rust described the exclusive nature of the Silver Pool program during the FBI
Interviews, excerpts from which follow:
Excerpt #12 - Exclusive177
Mr. Gaylen Rust:

Ms. Liz Blaylock:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
Ms. Liz Blaylock:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:

This is not something that -- these are families that I have known for
a long, long time. That's why I'm a little surprised that you're here
asking me about this. The only thing I can think of is somebody that
got told no. Because I get -- I get people asking all the time, "Are
you taking anybody?" I'm not.
And why not?
Time
Okay.
And the relationship.

Excerpt #13 - Exclusive178
Mr. James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
Mr. James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:

Mr. James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
Mr. James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:
Mr. James Malpede:
Mr. Gaylen Rust:

177
178

So help me understand.
I've never taken -- if -- say that -- okay. The [Redacted Investor]
(inaudible), okay?
Sure.
I've known them for a long time. So [Redacted Investor] calls me up,
"Gaylen, I've got a really good guy. He's watched what I've done. He
might be perfect for your program. Are you taking anybody on?"
And for a long time, I was very content with where we were at. I had
what we could manage. We had the product here. The back and
forth. I had the percent. Everything worked in our favor.
As the music thing got to where -- okay, here's a roadblock. In order
to fix that roadblock, we need to do this.
You need more money.
I needed more money.
Okay.
But only -- I didn't call them on the phone and say, "Hey, guys."
No.
Let's -- no. They would call me, "Are you taking anybody on at this
time?"
They knew what the minimum -- when the price was around 20
bucks, the minimum was around a hundred thousand dollars. If they
had the hundred thousand dollars, they'd come in. They'd put in their
minimum, and we'd start doing it.

See Exhibit 13 (EX151 – #27), Exhibit 47 (EX286 to EX287), or Appendix A.1.1 (APPA00037).
See Exhibit 13 (EX152 – #29), Exhibit 48 (EX288 to EX290), or Appendix A.1.2 (APPA00222 to APPA00223).
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Further evidence of the perceived exclusivity of the Silver Pool was found in investor
responses received in conjunction with the Receiver Investor Analysis. Examples include:179
Investor CH:

Investor DZ:
Investor DB:

Investor SM:
Investor JH:
Investor SG:
Investor DH:
Investor BA:

(c)

“. . . I was very lucky to be a participant. Gaylen and Clarence told Bruce and me
that Gaylen was limiting the number of investors because he didn't want the
headache of too much paper work. Gaylen told us that he had turned down a
millionaire who wanted to participate and was very upset with Gaylen at being
turned down.180
“I needed an initial minimum amount to purchase 4000 ounces of silver to
become a member.”181
G.Rust Email to Investor “For me and I believe most all of the clients I trade for
understand that this opportunity is based on relationships and trust. The
relationship I have with [Redacted Investor] and now [Redacted Investor] and
your family is one that is very important to me and I do everything I can to keep
that relationship strong. When I am being asked to change the way the program
works it is clear there is a lack of understanding. What all of your children need
to understand is that they are being included because of a long-time family
relationship. This program will benefit them if they allow it to. That this program
is not offered outside of these relationships and if they are not happy with the
way it is working in any way they do not have to participate.”182
"Gaylen did not openly advertise for investors and to [redacted friend’s]
knowledge only had a few investors."183
“Mr. Rust explained that he had a limited number of clients for whom he invested
in silver bullion.”184
"The opportunity to invest was promoted as somewhat exclusive and not just
available to everyone."185
"It was my Uncle [redacted] who said he was making a killing off of the investing
in silver trading done by Rust Rare Coin. It was an exclusive opportunity and
doing really well."186
“Minimum investment of 8,000 oz.”187

Complexity of the Silver Pool Strategy

Investment strategies and vehicles too complicated for investors to fully understand and
scrutinize is a common characteristic of a Ponzi scheme. The believable and complex investment
strategy formulated by G.Rust, together with the trust and credibility built with investors, was
essential to raising over $225 million of investor funds and facilitating a Ponzi scheme lasting at
least a decade. A difficult to understand investment strategy coupled with a history of high returns

179

See Exhibit 8 (EX098 to EX125) and Appendix I (APPI00001 to APPI00041).
See Exhibit 8 (EX120 – Line 379).
181
See Exhibit 8 (EX120 – Line 380).
182
See Exhibit 8 (EX121 – Line 387).
183
See Exhibit 8 (EX123 – Line 421).
184
See Exhibit 8 (EX124 – Line 428).
185
See Exhibit 8 (EX124 – Line 432).
186
See Exhibit 8 (EX124 – Line 433).
187
See Exhibit 8 (EX121 – Line 390).
180
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and consistent investor payments kept investors happy and at bay, minimized additional
questions, and generated continued interest to further the scheme.
G.Rust’s scheme was complex as represented to investors. 50% of the investor’s Silver
Pool account was to be pooled and actively traded utilizing a complex “short selling” silver
trading strategy involving an HSBC account, an experienced silver trader,188 and an algorithm
used to identify critical silver “buy” and “sell” signals. The remaining 50% of the investor’s
account was to be pooled to purchase physical silver, which was to be securely stored at Brink’s.
G.Rust leveraged his long-standing relationships with national bullion brokers, their
confidentiality policies, and the reputation of Brink’s as a market-leading security firm to create
strong barriers making direct confirmation of physical quantities purchased and held by investors
prohibitive without his approval.
(i)

Short Selling Trading Activity

While I am not an industry expert in short selling stocks, options, or commodity futures
involving precious metals, I understand that an investment strategy involving this type of
investment vehicle is complex, often misunderstood, requires specialized expertise, and can
include a great deal of risk in volatile markets.
In a published Investor Alerts and Bulletins by the SEC, short selling a stock is described
as “… the sale of stock you do not own (or that you will borrow for delivery). Short sellers
believe the price of the stock will fall…” The SEC further explains, “If the price of the stock
drops, short sellers buy the stock at a lower price and make a profit. If the price of the stock rises,
short sellers will incur a loss.” Additionally, the SEC writes, “Unlike a traditional long position –

188
G.Rust admitted in the FBI Interviews that Jim Steele at HSBC was a personal acquaintance but there was no
existing business relationship. See Exhibit 13 (EX148 - #13).
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when risk is limited to the amount invested – shorting a stock leaves an investor open to the
possibility of unlimited losses since a stock can theoretically keep rising indefinitely.” 189
A paper titled “Introduction to Short Selling” from the Harvard Business School indicates
“… the market for short selling is opaque and often poorly understood.” The authors describe the
mechanics of shorting the market as somewhat complex. They contend that while an investor
could buy a stock, it did not own, it was more difficult to sell a stock it did not own; thus, the
mechanism for short selling was developed. The authors go on to explain as the stock price
declines in a short sale, the profit that the seller would gain from the transaction increases.
However, in contrast, the short seller faces potentially unlimited losses if the price rises. As a
result, stock lenders impose collateral requirements to protect against potential borrower defaults.
These short sale transactions are not as straight forward as merely purchasing stock, as multiple
participants, including a borrower, a broker, and a lender, are required to facilitate the transaction,
each with its own requirements and monetary considerations.190
An article from Fidelity Investments (“Fidelity”), a well-recognized financial institution,
states, “Selling short is primarily designed for short-term opportunities in stocks and other
investments that you expect to decline in price.” Further, “The primary risk of shorting a stock is
that it will actually increase in value, resulting in a loss. The potential price appreciation of a
stock is theoretically unlimited and, therefore, there is no limit to the potential loss of a short
position.” Fidelity advises, “Only knowledgeable, practiced investors who know the potential
implications should consider shorting.”191
Short sale transactions are utilized with precious metals and carry considerable risk. AMark Precious Metals (“A-Mark”), a large national precious metals broker and one of RRC’s

189

See Exhibit 49 (EX291 to EX293) – SEC Investor Alerts and Bulletins, “Investor Bulletin: An Introduction to
Short Sales,” 2015.
190
See Exhibit 50 (EX294 to EX306) – Harvard Business School Publishing, “Introduction to Short Selling,” 2012.
191
See Exhibit 51 (EX307 to EX310) – Fidelity Investments, “How to Short Stocks,” 2020.
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primary vendors for metal transactions, describes the risks of shorting precious metals in its metal
risk disclosures on its website. The disclosure states, “If one borrows or shorts precious metals,
such activity can carry unlimited risk. The risks in borrowing or shorting silver, platinum, and
palladium are usually greater than the risks in borrowing or shorting gold as there is less liquidity
in the silver, platinum, and palladium markets.”192
While G.Rust’s investment strategy did not include shorting “stock,” as described above,
this complex and speculative concept was a vital component of the Silver Pool investment
strategy presented to RRC investors. G.Rust claimed the Silver Pool trades were originated first
by selling silver at a higher price utilizing HSBC. Later, silver was to have been purchased at a
lower price and in a larger quantity to cover the initial short sale transaction, adding the remaining
silver ounces to investor accounts as reported returns.
The short sale investment strategy as described to investors by G.Rust was complex and
was a primary component of the Ponzi scheme. Investors were expecting a successful result from
the strategy conceived by G.Rust to earn investment returns as represented. According to
G.Rust’s own admissions and the BRG Team’s additional analyses, these short sale transactions
did not occur, and the profits generated from the entries reported on the investor statements were
bogus.
(ii)

HSBC Algorithm

G.Rust represented to investors that the Silver Pool trades and short selling strategy
centered on a specialized silver trading algorithm. Algorithms are frequently referenced in today’s
digital environment, often misunderstood, and generally perceived to involve complex
mathematics and computer coding.

192

See Exhibit 52 (EX311 to EX320) – A-Mark Precision Metals, “Metal Risk Disclosure,” 2020.
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A variety of definitions for the term “algorithm” exist, including:
Merriam-Webster Dictionary193
“A procedure for solving a mathematical program (as of finding the greatest
common divisor) in a finite number of steps that frequently involves repetition of
an operation.”
Cambridge English Dictionary194
“A set of mathematical instructions or rules that, especially if given to a computer,
will help to calculate an answer to a problem.”
Introduction to Algorithms, Third Edition Textbook – MIT Press195
“Informally, an algorithm is any well-defined computational procedure that takes
some value, or set of values, as input and produces some value, or set of values, as
output. An algorithm is thus a sequence of computational steps that transform the
input into the output.”
Analysis of the investor questionnaires and filed claims submitted to the Receiver
confirmed that G.Rust represented that HSBC and the algorithm were components of the Silver
Pool trading strategy. Some specific examples are as follows:196
Investor RB:
Investor PB:
Investor EF:
Investor RT:
Investor BH:
Investor DRJ:
Investor JM:
Investor TB:

Gaylen described "his connections with Jim Steele of HSBC for the trading
algorithm…”197
"Gaylen has an account with HSBC that directs his trades (Rust and Private).”198
“HSBC directs trades”199
"Gaylen said he had a contact at HSBC that would trade silver based on an
algorithm that predictively indicated when the price of silver was likely to go
down."200
"Gaylen would sell and buy silver coin according to an algorithm."201
"Gaylen said he worked with Jim Steel at HSBC to obtain information for the
algorithms."202
"Generally he said they used a shorting algorithm…investment managed by Rust
and an HSBC trader."203
"Gaylen said he had a historical history/knowledge of silver and an algorithm that

193

See Exhibit 53 (EX321 – EX322) – Merriam-Webster Dictionary, “Definition of Algorithm,” 2020.
See Exhibit 54 (EX323 – EX324) – Cambridge English Dictionary, “Meaning of Algorithm,” 2020.
195
See Exhibit 55 (EX325 – EX329) – The MIT Press, “Introduction to Algorithms – Third Edition Textbook,”
2009.
196
See Exhibit 8 (EX098 to EX125) and Appendix I (APPI00001 to APPI00041).
197
See Exhibit 8 (EX122 – Line 394).
198
See Exhibit 8 (EX122 – Line 397).
199
See Exhibit 8 (EX123 – Line 409).
200
See Exhibit 8 (EX122 – Line 401).
201
See Exhibit 8 (EX122 – Line 402).
202
See Exhibit 8 (EX123 – Line 415).
203
See Exhibit 8 (EX123 – Line 418 and 419).
194
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helped him determine silver price rise/fall. Gaylen then stated that he day-traded
the silver to make money of price raise/drops and he'd never lost money."204
Investor JH:
Investor KO:

“[Gaylen] stated that he had contacts [at] HSBC that allowed him information
related to their buying and selling of silver and he would use their indicators for
his purchase and sells."205
"Trading would be performed by James Steel, chief trader at HSBC using an
algorithm that they used for their own funds."206

G.Rust’s representation of the use of an algorithm for the Silver Pool transactions allowed
him to conceal crucial details of the trading strategy and convince investors the strategy was
legitimate. Unless investors were experienced in developing trading algorithms, they would not
likely have adequate expertise to ask focused questions and critically evaluate the investment.
Instead, investors relied on their perception of the trust and credibility of G.Rust.
5.

Examples of False Documentation Used to Further the Scheme

Ponzi schemes often involve the use of false documentation to entice new investments,
document fictitious promised returns and investment activity, and support other false
representations. Most commonly, false investor statements are provided to investors reflecting
fictitious returns and inflated investor account balances. Other times, fraudulent or forged
documents may be prepared when the schemer is pressed for additional information. In this
matter, G.Rust created thousands of investor statements, including fictitious trading activity and
substantially inflated investor account balances. These false statements lead investors to believe
their investments were performing as represented and aided in generating additional referrals from
investors’ friends, family, and close connections.
In at least one instance, when pressed, G.Rust created and presented a fake Brink’s
statement to prospective investors showing vast volumes of silver and other metals represented to
be securely held at Brink’s.

204

See Exhibit 8 (EX124 – Line 426).
See Exhibit 8 (EX124 – Line 427).
206
See Exhibit 8 (EX124 – Line 431).
205
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(a)

False Investor Statements

G. Rust prepared and delivered false investor statements to report claimed investment
activity and account growth to investors. These statements were often prepared on a monthly
basis; however, there were certain investors who received them quarterly, semi-annually, or upon
request.207 All investor statements analyzed by the BRG Team were prepared using Microsoft
Excel (“Excel”) and were provided to investors in either paper or electronic format. The paper
format was generally printed on RRC letterhead and physically delivered to the investor, while
the electronic format was an Excel file attached to an email sent by G.Rust to the investor or
investor group leader.
(i)

Versions of Investor Statements

In connection with our investigation, the BRG Team reviewed and analyzed over ten
thousand investor statements involving tens of thousands of claimed investment and silver trading
transactions. These investor statements evolved over time and primarily consisted of four
different versions:


Pre-Silver Pool Statements – Statements were provided to investors who
delivered their precious metals and collections (including gold, platinum,
silver, palladium, coins, and other collectibles) to G.Rust for management
before the Silver Pool program.208 G.Rust was entrusted with managing these
assets through the purchase and sale of metals and coins seeking periodic
investment returns. These periodic statements purported to track the investment
activity, including investments, draws, sales, and purchases, as well as any
realized gains or losses on the value of the assets for the statement period.209

207

Pursuant to various discussions with G.Rust, representations from investors, review of emails, and our analysis of
investor statements that were located in computer folders maintained and controlled by G.Rust.
208
Some Pre-Silver Pool account investors maintained their original investment arrangement with G.Rust and
continued receiving the same statement format; however, most investors eventually transitioned their initial metals
and coin investments into the Silver Pool on the advice and encouragement of G.Rust.
209
See Exhibit 5 (EX071 to EX084) and Appendix L.1 (APPL00002 to APPL00042) for examples of Pre-Silver
Pool Statements.
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Original Silver Pool Statements – Statements were provided to Silver Pool
investors beginning in 2008 and continuing through October 2013, when the
statement was revised. These statements were generally created monthly210 and
contained the account value as of the statement date and a full history of the
purported investment activity (including contributions, draws, transfers, silver
trading activities,211 fees, and other “commissions”/earnings).212



Revised Silver Pool Statements – Statements were simplified from November
2013 through 2018. These statements were also generally prepared monthly.213
The primary differences between the two Silver Pool versions relate to the
scope and layout of silver trading activity reported. The revised version only
included trading activity for the month and a side-by-side comparison of the
short-selling transactions to reference the purported sale of the silver and
subsequent purchase. Despite the change in format, the reported silver trading
activity functioned similarly.214



IRA/Pension Statement – One investor, was provided a unique statement
tracking their personal and retirement silver investments. This statement
version was used for the entirety of the investment from 2008 through 2018
and prepared quarterly. This version was unique to this one specific investor.215
(ii)

Example of Revised Silver Pool Statement and Trading
Mechanics of the Scheme

Below is an example of a Revised Silver Pool Statement for investor JB dated July 27,
2018. This statement contains the investor activity prepared by G.Rust from June 26, 2018,
through July 27, 2018:216

210

Although an investor statement was generally created for most months, they were often not provided in a timely
manner. G.Rust would provide multiple months of statements at once for many investors/investor groups. The BRG
Team identified numerous emails from investors requesting statements or inquiring when they would be received.
211
The recording of the net silver trading results on the statement was commonly referenced as a “Rollover.”
212
See Exhibit 6 (EX085 to EX095) and Appendix L.2 (APPL00043 to APPL00246) for examples of Original
Silver Pool Statements.
213
Id. Footnote #208.
214
See Exhibit 7 (EX096 to EX097) and Appendix L.3 (APPL00247 to APPL00278) for examples of Revised Silver
Pool Statements.
215
See Exhibit 56 (EX330 to EX332) or Appendix L.4 (APPL00279 to APPL00282) for example of IRA/Pension
Statement.
216
See Exhibit 7 (EX096 to EX097) or Appendix L.3.4 (APPL00263 to APPL00264).
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Each Revised Silver Pool Statement begins with the investor account name and the date of
the initial investment. In this example, the investor account name is JB (“Investor JB”), and the
date of the initial investment into the account was February 11, 2014. To better illustrate the
recorded investor activity on this statement, I have color-coded it into three primary sections.217
The green section of the statement summarizes the investor activity for the statement
period. Below are brief descriptions of the key columns:


Beginning Ounces – Initial investment converted to one-ounce silver round
equivalent.218



Last Statement – Beginning silver ounces rolled into statement period (“A”).



Current Ounces – Ending silver ounces after short sale trading activity
included in the red section of the statement, but before any additions or
reductions recorded in the blue section for actual investment activity (“B”).

217

Certain columns and amounts are labeled with a reference letter to allow the reader to follow the activity.
G.Rust indicated investor contributions and draws were primarily converted to one-ounce silver round equivalents
using pricing at the time and were added or deducted from the investor account regardless of the payment medium.
For example, if an investor contributed a coin collection to the Silver Pool, the collection was valued and G.Rust
converted the value to a one-ounce silver round equivalent and added those converted ounces to the investor
accounts. The inverse also applies if the investor received a draw of gold eagles. In this case G.Rust would convert
the value of the gold eagles to the one-ounce silver round equivalent and deduct from the investor account.
218
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Current Price – Silver price per ounce used to calculate a value for the
statement period.219



Total Value – Total value of the account reported as of the statement period.
The total is calculated using the current price multiplied by the current ounces
after adjustment for the investment activity in the blue section.

The blue section of the statement includes actual investor contributions and draws made in
cash, physical metals, or coins. The transactions made by cash, wire, or check were primarily
converted to a silver ounce equivalent using silver pricing around the transaction date. When
investor contributions or draws were made in physical metals or coins, those transactions were
assigned a value by G.Rust, primarily converted to a silver ounce equivalent, and recorded on the
statement. Regardless of the payment method, the silver ounce equivalent was either added to or
subtracted from the silver ounces recorded in the account.220 The blue section also contains, for
some investors, transfers of silver ounces to/from other investor accounts.221
A major element of the scheme involved the fictitious short sale trading activity recorded
in the red section of each investor statement. This activity consists of false silver trading
transactions created by G.Rust and used to inflate the investor’s account and further the scheme.
Fundamentally, G.Rust recorded short sales calculating a total sale amount based on the
volume and price per ounce sold (columns 1 – 4). Next, the price per ounce was reduced
(reflecting an alleged drop in silver price), and the quantity purchased was increased so that the
total amount of silver purchased was roughly the same as the originating short sale transaction
(columns 5 – 8). This device always ensured more silver ounces were purchased than sold.222 As a

219

G.Rust indicated that silver pricing was primarily obtained from the Kitco website.
The BRG Team has observed instances during our ongoing investor analysis where the investor statement
prepared by G.Rust did not include all actual investor contributions or draws. Additional analysis of documentation
obtained from other sources including investors, financial institutions, and other third parties have been required to
understand the complete account activity.
221
The BRG Team has observed investors requesting silver ounces be transferred to/from other investor accounts to
acquire assets, settle other payment obligations, or to fund other family member accounts.
222
The silver purchases occurred on the same day or shortly thereafter the originating short sale transactions.
220
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result, repeated increases in silver ounces were added to investor accounts falsely inflating and
compounding their silver holdings.
Three key columns in the red section were used by G.Rust to calculate false earnings from
the silver trading transactions. They are (a) the Quantity (“D”) column referenced under the sale
section, (b) the Quantity (“E”) column referenced under the purchase section, and (c) the Diff
(“F”) column. These columns drive the calculations of ounces purportedly “earned” from the
trading activity, which were added to the investor’s account.
The Investor JB statement example above illustrates the mechanics and detailed
transaction flow of the trading activity reported by G.Rust in the Revised Silver Pool Statements.
Below are the highlights of the statement activity:
Summary – Green Section


Beginning Ounces – The equivalent of 6,220 silver ounces was recorded as
the initial investment in the Silver Pool program.



Last Statement Ounces (A) – The investor silver balance at the beginning of
the statement period was 1,140,244 ounces.



Current Ounces (B) – The investor silver balance after additions for short sale
trading activity in the red section and prior to application of investment activity
in the blue section was 1,181,444 ounces.
Current Price – The silver price used to calculate the investor account balance
as of July 27, 2018, was $15.47 per ounce.




Total Value – Total calculated value of the investor account was $18,172,222
as of July 27, 2018. 223

Investment – Blue Section


Transfer of 412 ounces from Jeff was recorded in investor account.



Draws equivalent to 6,609 silver ounces were deducted and paid to the investor
(approximately $100,000).



Draw equivalent to 572 silver ounces was deducted and paid to the investor in
silver eagles.

223
After additions for short sale trading activity in the red section and application of investment activity in the blue
section.
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Trading Activity – Red Section


Ten short sale transactions were recorded. Purchase quantities were subtracted
from sale quantities to calculate fictitious ounces “earned” from each trade
(E – D = F).



Total ounces added to investor account for short sale trading activity during the
month was 41,200 ounces (C) calculated to be approximately $637,000 based
on a silver price of $15.47 per ounce.

The investor statement example discussed above is a relatively simple example of the type
of activity that occurred in most of the Silver Pool investor accounts. However, not all investor
accounts were as straightforward as this example.224 Several investor groups combined their
investments and invested through an intermediary or group leader to pool their silver ounces
together, thus increasing the number of transactions to be accounted for. Exhibit 57225 is an
example of an investor statement where multiple investors are included under the group leader’s
Silver Pool account statement illustrating some of the investor group complexities.226
On numerous occasions, G.Rust indicated the trading activity and Silver Pool program
was primarily focused on growing investor accounts through adding silver ounces. He was not
fixated on dollar values of specific transactions. Given the compounded growth of investor
ounces through the fictitious trading, the number of investors, and timing differences of
transactions, the value of the inflated investor accounts could fluctuate substantially with the
volatility of silver prices.
The BRG Team analyzed and reviewed over ten thousand investor statements involving
tens of thousands of trading transactions and did not identify a single losing trade on the Silver
Pool statements. A perfect decade-long trading record involving a complex, high-risk,

224

See Appendix L.2 (APPL00043 to APPL00246) and Appendix L.3 (APPL00247 to APPL00278) for additional
examples of Silver Pool statements with varying complexity.
225
At EX333 to EX334.
226
An unredacted version is included in Appendix L.3.8 (APPL00272 to APPL00273).
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speculative, and often volatile silver trading strategy without a single losing transaction is
inconceivable and should have raised significant red flags for investors.
(b)

False Brink’s Statements

During the course of our investigation, the BRG Team discovered various Brink’s
statements titled “Inventory Management Totals” in computer files created and stored by G.Rust
which contained significant volumes of silver, gold, and other coins reported to be stored at
Brink’s.
These computer files were prepared in Microsoft Word (“Word”) and contain formatting
that appears inconsistent with reports prepared for large organizations with robust reporting
systems. For example, the header and logo appear to have been scanned from another document
as there are shading remnants visible when reviewing the actual computer file. Additionally, the
font for the RRC and Brink’s address blocks are different from the other text in the report and
contain the same shading remnants as the header. Lastly, the text under the Quantity and
Description columns were not aligned and are inconsistent with reports generated from even a
basic enterprise resource planning (“ERP”) or accounting system.
In later discussions with G.Rust about the Brink’s statements, he admitted to the creation
of the files and insisted the reports were prepared solely for his personal use to track the total
Silver Pool ounces accumulated by investors pursuant to the Silver Pool program and were not
shown to investors as support of silver held at Brink’s. The statement appeared to show
significant volumes of metals and coins stored at Brink’s, and his explanation and purpose for the
creation of the statements did not make sense based on my experience.
After locating the Brink’s statement, I reviewed the email files of G.Rust. I found an email
chain between Investor DP and G.Rust dated October 2, 2017. Investor DP was a potential
investor at the time of the email and was looking for an opportunity to invest some family money.
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As part of the process, Investor DP raised a series of questions to G.Rust according to their due
diligence. One of the common responses from the family members was, “It seems to [sic] good to
be true!” One of the brothers was an attorney and was seeking more concrete answers about the
Silver Pool program. Investor DP scheduled a meeting with G.Rust for later in the day. G.Rust
mentioned in the email that, “There is a lot that goes into the accounting of the silver [sic] I think
the easiest thing is for me to show you a Brink’s statement.” Investor DP responded, “…if I can
tell my brother about having eyes on the Brink’s statement, he will be 100% on board, so no
worries.”227
A further review of the Brink’s statements revealed a statement dated October 1, 2017,
one day earlier than the October 2, 2017 email chain. This statement included a substantial
amount of silver, gold, and other coins, including 11,277,182 ounces of silver rounds.228 After
reviewing the October 1, 2017, statement, I contacted Investor DP to confirm that an October 2,
2017 meeting had occurred during which a Brink’s statement was shown. I reviewed the
statement with Investor DP via videoconference, at which time he confirmed having been
presented with the statement during the October 2, 2017 meeting with G.Rust. The October 1,
2017 Brink’s statement only referenced quantities of metals and coins and did not include any
valuation amounts. The BRG Team researched the spot or “melt” price of the various metals and
coins and calculated an estimated total value of the inventory of approximately $213 million.229
Additional Brink’s statements discovered and analyzed are included in Appendix M.6.230
Sometime around the October 2, 2017 meeting with G.Rust, the Investor DP family began
investing in the Silver Pool program. Approximately $1.3 million was invested from 2017
through the appointment of the Receiver.

227

See Exhibit 58 (EX335 to EX337) or Appendix M.3 (APPM00022 to APPM00024).
See Exhibit 59 (EX338 to EX339) or Appendix M.1 (APPM00002 to APPM00003).
229
See Exhibit 60 (EX340 to EX341) or Appendix M.2 (APPM00004 to APPM00005).
230
At APPM00045 to APPM00061.
228
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At least one false Brink’s statement reflecting metals and coin inventory with an estimated
value of approximately $213 million was used by G.Rust to acquire additional investment funds
from new investors to advance the scheme.
6.

Commingled Activity
(a)

RRC Bank Account Activity

The BRG Team analyzed transfers from January 1, 2012, through November 15, 2018,
between the Coin Shop Account, Cafeteria Account, Metals Account, and Investor Account,
evidencing substantial commingling of investor funds between these accounts. A chart
summarizing this commingling is below:231

(i)

Investor Funds were Commingled with Other RRC
Bank Accounts

From January 2012 through January 2015, all investor-related funds were deposited and
commingled in the Metals Account, the same account RRC utilized for the purchase and sale of

231

See Exhibit 61 (EX342 to EX343) or Appendix F.1.1 (APPF00003 to APPF00004).
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precious metals, coins, and collectibles. During this time period, RRC did not separate investor
funds from the operating funds in its bank accounts. In February 2015, RRC began utilizing a
specific investor‐related bank account (Investor Account) in an attempt to segregate investor‐
related funds; however, as the chart above indicates, RRC did not maintain this separateness as
investor‐related funds were consistently transferred and commingled with funds in the other RRC
bank accounts throughout the RRC Bank Account Analysis Period.
In total, $114 million in funds were transferred between the RRC Bank Accounts during
the RRC Bank Account Analysis Period.232 Transfers between the RRC Bank Accounts were
made frequently, often occurring several times each month.233 Most of the transfer activity
occurred between the Metals Account and the Investor Account. The transfers between these two
accounts represented over $95 million of the total account transfer activity identified by the BRG
Team.234
In addition to the significant commingling of funds between the Investor Account and
Metals Account, RRC also commingled funds from the Investor Account with the Coin Shop
Account and the Cafeteria Account.235 Although the extent and frequency of commingling within
these accounts were not as great as with the Metals Account, it is clear that RRC was
commingling funds in most aspects of its business operations and for whatever purpose it deemed
necessary. The commingled funds were subsequently disbursed by RRC for non-investor activity,
including business-related expenses, the purchase of metals, coins, and other collectibles, and
employee benefit plans.

232

See Exhibit 62 (EX344 to EX345) and Appendix F.1 (APPF00002 to APPF00098).
See Appendix F.1.3 (APPF00007 to APPF00098).
234
The Investor Account transferred $49.3 million in investor-related funds to the Metals Account and received $46.1
million in funds from the Metals Account (See Exhibit 62 – EX344 to EX345).
235
The Investor Account transferred $1.3 million in investor-related funds to the Coin Shop Account and received
$521,519 in funds from the Coin Shop Account. The Investor account transferred $11,070 in investor-related funds to
the Cafeteria Account and received $3,000 in funds from the Cafeteria Account (See Exhibit 62 – EX344 to EX345).
233
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The nature of and continuous commingling of funds by RRC made it impossible to
segregate which funds belonged to RRC and which funds belonged to the investors. During the
RRC Bank Account Analysis Period, RRC used its funds, regardless of their nature, held in the
RRC Bank Accounts as an interchangeable cash source, failing to discriminate between investorrelated funds and business operating funds. Not only were investor funds not maintained in a
segregated bank account by RRC, but they were also used for purposes not intended by the
investors.
(b)

Personal Accounts Used for RRC Transfers

In February 2016, seven Rust Personal Accounts were opened in the names of G.Rust,
D.Rust, and J.Rust. These accounts were primarily utilized for transfers to/from RRC. During the
period from February 1, 2016, through November 15, 2018, RRC made total transfers of $43.9
million236 to the Rust Personal Accounts. Subsequently, the Rust Personal Accounts returned
$43.2 million237 to RRC.238 A large portion of the transfer activity occurred between the Investor
Account and the Rust Personal Accounts.239 The Metals Account and the Coin Shop Account
were also involved in the transfer of previously commingled funds to the Rust Personal Accounts
but on a smaller scale.240
Most of the funds transferred to the Rust Personal Accounts were subsequently moved
back to one of the RRC Bank Accounts, which continued to compound the commingled issues.

236

Transfers from RRC Accounts to Rust Personal Accounts total $43,864,369 (Investor Account $36,386,295 +
Metals Account $6,866,446 + Coin Shop Account $611,628).
237
Transfers from Rust Personal Accounts to RRC Accounts total $43,159,670 (Investor Account $34,959,977 +
Metals Account $8,079,774 + Coin Shop Account $119,919).
238
See Exhibit 63 (EX346 to EX347), Exhibit 64 (EX348 to EX349), and Appendix F.2 (APPF00099 to
APPF00165).
239
The Investor Account transferred $36.4 million of investor-related funds to the Rust Personal Accounts and
received $35.0 million from the Rust Personal Accounts (See Exhibit 63 – EX346 to EX347 and Exhibit 64 –
EX348 to EX349).
240
The Metals Account transferred $6.9 million of commingled funds to the Rust Personal Accounts and received
$8.1 million from the Rust Personal Accounts. The Coin Shop Account transferred $611,628 of commingled funds to
the personal accounts and received $119,919 from the personal accounts (See Exhibit 63 – EX346 to EX347 and
Exhibit 64 – EX348 to EX349).
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However, once received by the Rust Personal Accounts, amounts totaling $717,404241 were
directly transferred to various Rust Related Parties, further diverting and commingling investor
funds. For a detailed analysis of the transactions involving the Rust Related Parties, see Section
IV.G.2 (pp. 39 to 42) above.
The BRG Team also analyzed the individual transactions of the seven Rust Personal
Accounts. Exhibits 63 – 71242 and Appendices F.2.3 – F.2.23243 contain these detailed analyses.
V.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
When the results of the financial activities are analyzed and scrutinized, it becomes

apparent, from a business perspective, that RRC was not a viable enterprise and operated as a
Ponzi scheme beginning from at least TY2008. The only way RRC and the Rust Related Parties
could continue operations was to obtain new funding from investors despite an inability to repay
those ever-increasing obligations. RRC did not have profits or income remotely sufficient from its
underlying business operations to pay the promised returns totaling over $175 million to its prior
investors or finance the personal endeavors and passions of G.Rust accumulating more than $42
million at the time of the Receiver appointment.
RRC exhibited many of the common characteristics prevalent in Ponzi schemes including
(a) it was sustained through new investor funding used to pay existing investor obligations and
not by the success of the underlying business venture; (b) investor money was not used according
to its intended purpose to trade and purchase silver as represented; (c) investors were promised
unreasonably high, consistent and safe investment returns; (d) the Silver Pool program was
cloaked in secrecy, exclusivity, and complexity; (e) false documentation was created and utilized

241

RLE received $492,404, RLR received $200,000 and RLI received $25,000 from the Rust Personal Accounts,
which was almost solely from RRC transferred funds (See Exhibit 63 – EX346 to EX347 and Exhibit 64 – EX348 to
EX349
242
At EX346 to EX363.
243
At APPF00104 to APPF00165.
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by G.Rust to further the scheme; and (f) investor funds are commingled with the business
accounts of RRC, Related Party Entities, and various personal accounts of G.Rust, D.Rust, and
J.Rust.
While the claims reconciliations and asset recovery process continues, the carnage left
behind from the Ponzi scheme has tallied to date over $100 million in claims from over 500
investors and other claimants.244

___________________________
D. Ray Strong, CPA, CFE, CIRA

244

The BRG Team anticipates the allowable claims will continue to escalate as filed claims are further analyzed and
reconciled. The total loss incurred by the victims resulting from the scheme will be higher than the allowable claims
as certain investors chose not to file a claim in the receivership estate.
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Litigation and Dispute Resolutions Services, American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants – Excerpts
Schedule of Excerpts and Admissions from FBI Interview
Transcripts of Gaylen Rust, November 15, 2018

EX142 –
EX144

Exhibit 14:

FBI Interview Excerpt #1 – Ponzi Scheme
November 15, 2018 (4:49 PM), Pages 10-11

EX154 –
EX157

Exhibit 15:

FBI Interview Excerpt #2 – Ponzi Scheme
November 15, 2018 (4:49 PM), Pages 22-24

EX158 –
EX162

Exhibit 16:

FBI Interview Excerpt #3 – Fraud
November 15, 2018 (4:49 PM), Pages 40-41

EX163 –
EX166

Exhibit 13:
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Exhibit

Description

Exhibit
Page #

Exhibit 17:

FBI Interview Excerpt #4 – Misuse of Funds
November 15, 2018 (3:00 PM), Page 67

EX167 –
EX169

Exhibit 18:

FBI Interview Excerpt #5 – Misrepresentations or Omissions
November 15, 2018 (4:49 PM), Page 27

EX170 –
EX172

Exhibit 19:

Comparative Balance Sheet Summary – Rust Rare Coin, Inc.
QuickBooks (TY2007 through TY2017)

EX173 –
EX175

Exhibit 20:

Comparative Profit & Loss Statement – Rust Rare Coin, Inc.
QuickBooks (TY2007 through TY2016)

EX176 –
EX181

Exhibit 21:

Detailed Schedule of Income Tax Return Activity
for Rust Rare Coin, Inc. (TY2007 through TY2017)

EX182 –
EX183

Exhibit 22:

Ponzi Analysis Summary
(TY2008 through TY2010)

EX184 –
EX186

Exhibit 23:

Summary of Bank Account Activity for
Rust Rare Coin, Inc. – Summarized by Bank Account
(January 1, 2012 through November 15, 2018)

EX187 –
EX190

Exhibit 24:

Chart – Bank Account Activity Analysis – Summary Flow of Funds EX191 –
(January 1, 2012 through November 15, 2018)
EX192

Exhibit 25:

Summary of Bank Account Activity for
Rust Rare Coin, Inc. – Summarized by Year
(January 1, 2012 through November 15, 2018)

EX193 –
EX196

Exhibit 26:

Chart - Examples of Ponzi Activity – Example #1
(April 13, 2014 to April 17, 2014)

EX197 –
EX198

Exhibit 27:

Chart - Examples of Ponzi Activity – Example #2
(August 28, 2016 to August 30, 2016)

EX199 –
EX200

Exhibit 28:

Chart - Examples of Ponzi Activity – Example #3
(March 19, 2017 to March 23, 2017)

EX201 –
EX202

Exhibit 29:

Chart - Examples of Ponzi Activity – Example #4
(August 06, 2017 to August 10, 2017)

EX203 –
EX204

Exhibit 30:

FBI Interview Excerpt #6 – Misuse of Funds
November 15, 2018 (3:00 PM), Page 67

EX205 –
EX206

Exhibit 31:

QuickBooks – Rust Rare Coin, Inc. – Balance Sheet
(As of June 30, 2018)

EX207 –
EX208

Exhibit 32:

Acumatica – Rust Rare Coin, Inc. – Balance Sheet
(As of September 30, 2018)

EX209 –
EX210
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Exhibit

Description

Exhibit
Page #

Exhibit 33:

Commodity Futures Trading Commission – The Risks of Buying
Gold, Silver & Platinum

EX211 –
EX213

Exhibit 34:

Declaration of David P. Costanzo
(Dated October 5, 2018)

EX214 –
EX229

Exhibit 35:

Declaration of Howard Hess
(Dated October 12, 2018)

EX230 –
EX251

Exhibit 36:

FBI Interview Excerpt #7 – Investor Returns
November 15, 2018 (4:49 PM ), Pages 14-16

EX252 –
EX255

Exhibit 37:

Fern Oberhansly Investment Account – Schedule of Actual
Combined Investment Withdrawals Identified to Date

EX256 –
EX260

Exhibit 38:

FBI Interview Excerpt #8 – HSBC
November 15, 2018 (4:49 PM), Pages 16-18

EX261 –
EX264

Exhibit 39:

Declaration of Matt J. Flanigan – HSBC
(Dated October 2, 2018)

EX265 –
EX266

Exhibit 40:

FBI Interview Excerpt #9 – Brink’s
November 15, 2018 (3:00 PM), Page 87

EX267 –
EX268

Exhibit 41:

FBI Interview Excerpt #10 – Brink’s
November 15, 2018 (3:00 PM), Page 117

EX269 –
EX270

Exhibit 42:

FBI Interview Excerpt #11 – Brink’s
November 15, 2018 (4:49 PM), Pages 24-25

EX271 –
EX273

Exhibit 43:

Declaration of Shane Housley – Brink’s
(Dated October 1, 2018)

EX274 –
EX278

Exhibit 44:

Chart – Fern Oberhansly Investment Account – Comparison of
Actual Investment Balance and Silver Pool Investor Statement
Value (September 30, 2008 to February 2, 2017)

EX279 –
EX280

Exhibit 45:

Fern Oberhansly Investment Account – Comparison of Actual
Investment Balance and Silver Pool Investor Statement Value
(September 30, 2008 to February 2, 2017)

EX281 –
EX283

Exhibit 46:

Chart – Fern Oberhansly Investment Account Activity
(September 30, 2008 to February 2, 2017)

EX284 –
EX285

Exhibit 47:

FBI Interview Excerpt #12 – Exclusive
November 15, 2018 (3:00 PM), Page 25

EX286 –
EX287

Exhibit 48:

FBI Interview Excerpt #13 – Exclusive
November 15, 2018 (4:49 PM), Pages 87-88

EX288 –
EX290
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Exhibit

Description

Exhibit
Page #

Exhibit 49:

Securities and Exchange Commission – Investor Bulletin: An
Introduction to Short Sales, October 18, 2015

EX291 –
EX293

Exhibit 50:

Harvard Business School – Introduction to Short Selling, Lauren
Cohen and Christopher Malloy, Rev. March 30, 2012

EX294 –
EX306

Exhibit 51:

Fidelity.com – How to Short Stock, March 2, 2020

EX307 –
EX310

Exhibit 52:

A-Mark Precious Metals – Risk Disclosure to Buy and Sell Gold,
Silver and Platinum, June 8, 2020

EX311 –
EX320

Exhibit 53:

Merriam-Webster Dictionary, Definition of Algorithm,
June 8, 2020

EX321 –
EX322

Exhibit 54:

Cambridge English Dictionary, Definition of Algorithm,
June 8, 2020

EX323 –
EX324

Exhibit 55:

The MIT Press, Introduction to Algorithms (Third Edition), Thomas
H. Cormen, Charles E. Leiserson, Ronald L. Rivest, Clifford Stein,
2009 - Excerpts
Example of RRC Silver Pool Investor Account Statement –
IRA Version

EX325 –
EX329

Exhibit 57:

Example of RRC Silver Pool Investor Account Statement –
Multiple Investors in One Investor Statement

EX333 –
EX334

Exhibit 58:

Email Communications Between Gaylen Rust and Investor DP
Regarding Brink’s Statement, October 2, 2017

EX335 –
EX337

Exhibit 59:

Fictitious Brink’s Statement Dated October 1, 2017

EX338 –
EX339

Exhibit 60:

Calculation of Estimated Statement Value for Fictitious Brink’s
Statement – Dated October 1, 2017

EX340 –
EX341

Exhibit 61:

Examples of Commingled Activity
Chart of Bank Account Transfers – Rust Rare Coin, Inc.
(January 1, 2012 to November 15, 2018)

EX342 –
EX343

Exhibit 62:

Examples of Commingled Activity
Summary of Bank Account Transfers – Rust Rare Coin, Inc.
(January 1, 2012 to November 15, 2018)

EX344 –
EX345

Exhibit 56:
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Exhibit

Description

Exhibit
Page #

Exhibit 63:

Examples of Commingled Activity
Chart of Combined Rust Personal Bank Activity
(February 1, 2016 to November 15, 2018)

EX346 –
EX347

Exhibit 64:

Examples of Commingled Activity
Summary of Combined Rust Personal Bank Activity
(February 1, 2016 to November 15, 2018)

EX348 –
EX349

Exhibit 65:

Examples of Commingled Activity
Chart of Combined Gaylen Rust Personal Bank Account Activity
Zions Bank #6756
(February 1, 2016 to November 15, 2018)

EX350 –
EX351

Exhibit 66:

Examples of Commingled Activity
Chart of Combined Gaylen Rust Personal Bank Account Activity
Zions Bank #6756
(February 1, 2016 to November 15, 2018)

EX352 –
EX353

Exhibit 67:

Examples of Commingled Activity
Chart of Combined Gaylen Rust Personal Bank Account Activity
Zions Bank #9537
(February 1, 2016 to November 15, 2018)

EX354 –
EX355

Exhibit 68:

Examples of Commingled Activity
Chart of Combined Josh/Gaylen Rust Personal Bank Account
Activity – Zions Bank #6772
(February 1, 2016 to November 15, 2018)

EX356 –
EX357

Exhibit 69:

Examples of Commingled Activity
Chart of Combined Denise Rust Personal Bank Account Activity
Zions Bank #6749
(February 1, 2016 to November 15, 2018)

EX358 –
EX359

Exhibit 70:

Examples of Commingled Activity
Chart of Combined Denise Rust Personal Bank Account Activity
Zions Bank #7515
(February 1, 2016 to November 15, 2018)

EX360 –
EX361

Exhibit 71:

Examples of Commingled Activity
Chart of Combined Josh/Denise Rust Personal Bank Account
Activity – Zions Bank #6764
(February 1, 2016 to November 15, 2018)

EX362 –
EX363
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(CONFIDENTIAL – ATTORNEYS EYES ONLY
PURSUANT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER)
Appendix

Description

Appendix
Page #

Appendix A:

Interview Excerpts and Admissions of Gaylen Rust

APPA00001 –
APPA00239

Appendix B:

TY2008 – Ponzi Analysis – Rust Rare Coin, Inc.

APPB00001 –
APPB03511

Appendix C:

TY2009 – Ponzi Analysis – Rust Rare Coin, Inc

APPC00001 –
APPC05023

Appendix D:

TY2010 – Ponzi Analysis – Rust Rare Coin, Inc

APPD00001 –
APPD06708

Appendix E:

Bank Account Activity Analysis (2012 – 2018)
Rust Rare Coin, Inc.

APPE00001 –
APPE03728

Appendix F:

Examples of Commingled Activity

APPF00001 –
APPF00167

Appendix G:

Examples of Ponzi Activity

APPG00001 –
APPG01300

Appendix H:

Example of Investor Activity – Fern Oberhansly

APPH00001 –
APPH00697

Appendix I:

Receiver’s Report
August 26, 2021

APPI00001 –
APPI00041

Appendix J:

Rust Rare Coin, Inc. – Accounting System Reports
(TY2007 – TY2017)

APPJ00001 –
APPJ03328

Appendix K:

Rust Rare Coin, Inc. – Income Tax Returns
(TY2007 – TY2017)

APPK00001 –
APPK00351

Appendix L:

Examples of Investor Statements Prepared
by Gaylen Rust

APPL00001 –
APPL00282

Appendix M:

Fictitious Brink’s Statements Located in Gaylen Rust
Computer Files

APPM00001 –
APPM00061

Appendix N:

Declarations

APPN00001 –
APPN00046
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